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Introduction
This document will introduce you to using the 
Panasonic AG-HPX170,1  and is intended to function 
as a starting point.2 Throughout the document it 
makes reference to two other documents: 

• Panasonic AG-HPX170P Operating Manual 
(Matsushita Electric Industrial Company, 2008), 
available as a PDF download from Panasonic.

• The HPX Book: The definitive guide to the 
Panasonic HPX170 and HPX250 camcorders by 
Barry W. Green (Fiercely Independent Films, 
2011), a well-written guide that fills in what’s 
missing in the manual, includes a CD-ROM 
with sample images and scene files.

You should have access to both of these documents in 
order to get the most out of this document and the 
use of the camera. One copy of The HPX Book is on 
reserve in the library. The Media Studio has 
numerous copies of The HVX and HPX Book which is 
very similar. Make sure to ignore sections of the 
books talking about models other than the HPX170.

What is the HPX170?
The Panasonic AG-HPX170 a high definition (HD) 
camcorder with many advanced features that were 
not-so-long-ago only available on high-end cameras. 
These features include HD (1280 x 720) recording 
and the ability to record progressive scan video at 
either 30P or 24P. The camera records to P2 memory 
cards using the DVCPRO HD video codec. The 
camera sports many professional features including: a 
waveform monitor, cine gamma, scene file controls, 
XLR audio inputs with phantom power, and a 
smooth servo zoom. 

The HPX170 is a good learning tool if you’re 
interested in working with prosumer and professional 
cameras, as it has all of the settings and capabilities 
commonly found in prosumer and professional 
cameras from Sony and Panasonic, so much of what 
you learn using this camera is applicable to other 
cameras as well.

Developing camcorder fluency
If you’re new to prosumer camcorders, all of the 
controls, settings, and menu options may seem 
overwhelming at first. We’ll take it one step at a time 
in this document, going over the basics of focusing, 
zooming, adjusting exposure, setting gain, and setting 
the white-balance. The most important thing to focus 
on is doing a lot of shooting and then viewing what 
you shot and reflecting on what went right and what 
went wrong. The more you shoot with the HPX170, 
the more familiar it will become. 

Learning how to work with a camera has a lot in 
common with riding a bicycle, along with some of 
the characteristics of learning a musical instrument. 
You need to practice and you’ll “fall off your bike” 
several times before you finally get the hang of it. 
This metaphorical “falling” is part of the process of 
learning to work with the camera. Don’t worry about 
work that is not perfect at first, mistakes are the face 
of learning. Embrace the process, be patient with 
yourself, and eventually it will become easier and 
more fluid. 

A lot of what you learn about the HPX170 will 
translate to other cameras, so focus on the 
fundamentals and don’t get too hung up on specific 
settings and esoteric features until the time comes 
you need to do something specific, and your teacher 
and Media Studio staff are here to help you with that.

What’s in the camera bag?
When you check out an HPX170 from the Media 
Studio or are using a camera provided in class, you 
get a kit that comes with: 

• The camera w/ lens hood,
• Charger/power adapter,
• A/C cable for the charger/power adapter,
• A cable that connects from the charger/power 

adapter to the camera battery compartment,
• Two P2 memory cards (16GB and 32B) in 

protective plastic case, each P2 card has a rubber 
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1 Panasonic is special among camcorder manufacturers as they were the first to introduce a prosumer camcorder with true progressive scan 
video (either 24P or 30P) that could be configured to produce a look that resembles film. The first of these cameras was the DVX100 
introduced in 2002, it recorded an P2 video onto DV tape and quickly became popular among independent filmmakers because of its film 
look. Today the AG-HPX170 and AG-HPX250 carry on this tradition. Excellent cameras are also available from Sony and other 
manufacturers. Most of the differences between cameras boils down to specific technical characteristics, features, and ergonomics, but all 
of the prosumer cameras available today produce excellent images.

2 You will come across many unfamiliar terms in this guide. Refer to the glossary at the end of this document for the definition of any 
terms you’re not familiar with.

http://ftp://ftp.panasonic.com/pub/Panasonic/Drivers/PBTS/manuals/AG-HPX170_oi.pdf
http://ftp://ftp.panasonic.com/pub/Panasonic/Drivers/PBTS/manuals/AG-HPX170_oi.pdf


contact protector that’s easily lost, so keep track 
of it,

• Two batteries (usually they are fully charged and 
ready to go)

• Other items (check with the Media Studio staff 
for details). 

Note that kits do not come with a microphone or 
headphones. If you are recording audio, you should 
always use headphones or tight-fitting (in the 
ear-canal style) ear buds. You may have to use your 
own since headphones you can check out from the 
Media Studio are in limited supply. 

Using the HPX170 camcorder 
for the first time
1. The first thing you want to do is take the camera 
out of the bag and check it to make sure there is 
nothing obviously wrong with it.3  

2. Next you will want to insert the battery by facing 
the contact side towards the back of the camera with 
the contact side down and then pushing it into place 
and then slide down to lock. Don’t force the battery, 
if you have trouble 
inserting the battery 
try rotating it, it might 
be upside down. 
Panasonic model 
CGA-D54 or 
equivalent may be 
used.

3. Insert a P2 card. 
The P2 cards are kept in a plastic case. The rubber 
contact protector covering the contacts is easy to lose 
and should be kept 
in the plastic case 
when the P2 card is 
in the camera. The 
cards are inserted 
into the P2 card 
slots on the back of 
he camera. Open 
the door and insert 
the card into one of the two slots. To remove cards 
note there’s a button to the right of the card that you 
need to push in order for the the card to come out. 

4. Push the “Auto” button to switch to auto 
recording mode. The button is located on the side of 
the camera under the LCD panel. The Camera 
controls the following settings when in auto mode: 
Focus;  Iris; Gain; and White Balance. For starters, 
let’s allow the camera to take care of these settings. 
For any serious shooting we’ll want to take care of 
these settings manually.

5. Make sure that the 
audio inputs are on the 
right settings depending 
if you are using an 
external microphone or 
other source or using the 
internal microphones. Set 
Mic/Line switch (on the 
front of the camera next to the XLR connectors) 
when using external audio source. When using 
external microphones that require phantom power, 
set the MIC POWER switches (on the side of the 
camera behind the LCD panel) to ON.

6. Set routing of Ch1 and Ch2 audio on the side of 
the camera (you can choose INT mic (the internal 
microphone that’s part of the camera) or EXT input  
(whatever is plugged into the XLR connectors on the 
front/side of the camera) to be fed into Channel 1 
and Channel 2. If you are starting out using the 
camera mic, then make sure that that CH1 SELECT 
is set to INT(L) and CH2 SELECT is set to INT(R), 
otherwise, you will typically set this to route 

(external) Input 1 to Ch. 1 (Left) 
and (external) Input 2 to Ch. 2 
(Right).

7. Turn on the camera by pushing 
down the white button tab while 
sliding the on/off switch to the ON 
position. The mode lamp on the 
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3 Why that clacking sound? The noise you hear when you move the camera around while it’s turned off is a component of the optical 
image stabilization (OIS) system, there’s nothing wrong with the camera. Turn it on and the clacking sound will goes away.



back of the camera (CAM) will light up red 
(CAMERA mode) indicating that the camera is now 
in the recording pause mode.

8. Verify that the battery has enough charge to start 
shooting (indicated in the viewfinder and LCD 
display, if you don’t see this displayed in the 
viewfinder, push the LCD button on the side of the 
camera behind the LCD panel. The level of battery 
change shown below, left to right, full to empty:

9. Check and adjust your audio levels. Use the 
audio control knobs to adjust the recording level of 
the audio input. The meter on the LCD will display 

the peak levels of your audio. You want to make sure 
the meters show you lots of white squares for a strong 
enough signal, otherwise your audio will be lost in 
the “noise floor.” Dialog should be right around 
-12dB which is indicated by the line on the meter 

display. Some peaks above -12dB are OK. When the 
levels reach 0dB you’ve hit the digital “brick wall.”  
The camera has a Limiter instead of Automatic Gain 
Control, so even on automatic you have to set the 
audio levels. The limiter will take care of excessive 
peaks. This results in better sound, so it’s worth the 
effort. You will not hear the “pumping” or 
“breathing” you hear with the Automatic Gain 
Control common on other cameras. Make sure that 
the limiter is not disabled in the menu (see manual).

10. Monitor audio with headphones. There’s a 
headphone jack on the back of the camera. The 
monitor volume control is on the side of the 
viewfinder. Always monitor audio to 
avoid surprises when it comes time to edit 
your footage.

11. Begin shooting by pressing the red 
record button. The red “REC” indicator 
on the LCD will confirm you’re actually 
recording. Stop shooting by pressing the 
red button again. 

Additional tips

1. To zoom in and 
out use the rocker 
control located on the 
top right of the 
camera. If this does 
not affect the zoom,  
check the the “Manual / Servo” switch located on the 
front of the camera. Never move the zoom ring 
manually when the switch is set to “Servo” as it may 
damage the internal 
gears.

2. Never point the 
camera directly into 
the sun.

3. Use the ND Filter 
when filming outside 
on bright sunny days. This is like sunglasses for your 
camera. You want to avoid shooting at small 
apertures like 11 or 16, so the ND comes in handy to 
reduce the intensity of light falling on the image 
sensors. At the very smallest apertures refraction 
effects reduce the sharpness of the 
image.

4. If you are shooting for long periods 
of time, consider using outlet power 
when available, unless you’re mobile 
and need to use the battery.

5. Use a tripod, or another camera 
stabilization device when possible to stabilize the 
camera. If shooting hand-held, make sure the Optical 
Image Stabilization (OIS) system is engaged, the 
button that toggles this is on the side panel of the 
camera. When using a tripod, turn the OIS off.

6. A new video clip is created every time you start 
recording. Each clip will appear as a separate file on 
the P2 card.

Adjustments overview
The things we are mostly concerned with when we’re 
adjusting things on the camera are:
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• Focus adjustment
• Focal Length adjustment
• Iris adjustment
• Gain Setting
• ND Setting
• White Balance Setting 
• Set the Record format option (720P/24PN or 

(720P/30PN are common choices), this is done 
in the RECORDING SETUP menu.4

• Set the Frame rate option (24, 30) or slower for 
fast-motion or higher for slow-motion. This is 
done in the SCENE FILE menu. 

• Shutter speed setting (slow shutter, fast shutter), 
this is done by pushing the SHUTTER button 
on the side of camera behind the LCD. Start off 
with “OFF” mode, but at some point you’ll want 
to experiment with slow and fast shutter effects.

• Choose the Scene Settings (gamma, matrix, 
master pedestal, etc.) for a particular look. Keep 
in mind that when starting out, start off with F1 
and as you get to know the camera you will want 
try the other settings, in fact you can save your 
own settings as a Scene Setting.

Primary camera functions

White Balance Switch

A-B-PRESET: When switched 
into the A position, the camera 
stores the last setting in this 
storage bank – as is the same for 
the B switch when in position. 
This feature allows for two 
custom stored settings in the event of a multiple 
lighted shooting conditions. For instance: You may 
want to set and store and outdoor setting in A and 
then set and store an indoor setting in B in the event 
of needing to switch from indoor to outdoor during a 
shoot. The Preset switch is used in conjunction with 
the AWB Button. When the white balance switch is 
on PRST you can push the AWB Button to switch 
between two presets:

• 3200K incandescent light, indoor.
• 5200K typical daylight, outdoors.

AWB Button

Sets the white balance. The AWB button is located 
on the front of the camera under the lens. When this 

button is pushed while the 
white balance switch is in the 
A or B position, the white 
balance is automatically 
adjusted. Do this while 
pointing the lens at a white 
card. The white balance value 
is then stored in the memory. 
When the AWB is pressed 

while the switch is in the Preset position, the current 
white balance value is displayed. It allows you to 
toggle between the Daylight and Tungsten settings 
while in Preset. Pressing and holding the AWB 
button will set both the White Balance and Black 
Balance (see manual for details).

ND Filter

This can be through of as sunglasses 
for the camera. The Neutral Density 
(ND) filter is used outside when it’s 
sunny or even when it’s cloudy 
there are three settings: 1/4, 1/16, 
1/64.

Focus Switch and Button

Auto, Manual, Infinity, Push: Use Push to 
temporarily go into auto-focus mode while shooting 
in the mode to quickly establish the focus setting and 
still maintain manual control. Be 
aware that the auto focus is slow, so 
you’ll want to hold this in for 
several seconds as the camera seeks 
to the new focus setting. Focus 
Assist magnifies the image in the 
viewfinder, making it easier to make 
focus adjustments, especially when 
shooting and unable to use the 
zoom in to focus technique.
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Focus Ring

Manually controls the focus. 
The distance is displayed in the 
viewfinder (. The LCD and 
viewfinder does not provide 
sufficient resolution for accurate 
focus, therefore, use the Focus 
Assist function and/or zoom in 
to the subject to set focus, and 
then zoom back out. The extra magnification will 
make it easier to focus.

Zoom Control

Servo control of the 
zoom is provided by 
this rocker switch on 
the camera on the 
right hand side of the 
camera. Notice you can press 
it a little for a slow zoom and 
press it further for a faster 
zoom. The Zoom 
Servo/Manual switch on the LCD side of the camera 
needs to be set to Servo for this rocker switch to 
work.

Zoom Ring

The zoom ring right 
behind the focus ring 
allows you to manually 
control the zoom setting. 
Switch the servo 
control to MANUAL 
before doing manual 
zoom, otherwise the 
servo motor gears may 
be damaged! Look for the Zoom Servo/Manual 
switch on the side of the camera, otherwise the gears 
controlling the zoom may be damaged. If you feel 
resistance to moving the zoom ring, change the 
setting of the Servo/Manual switch.

Iris Button and Dial

When the Iris Button is 
pressed, the camera 
toggles between the auto 
and manual iris control 
modes. The Iris Dial is 
used to adjust the lens iris when you desire to 
adjusting exposure manually. (See Iris Dial item in 
the menu under SW mode).

Gain Switch

This is used to adjust the video gain (like 
cranking up the volume). In low light 
situations, you might need to. Settings are 
H (12dB), M (6dB) or L (0dB), these 
defaults can be changed in the menu setting. Be 
careful, gain adds noise to the image.

Secondary Camera Functions

Handle Zoom 1 2 3

These are the speed settings for 
the handle zoom. This zoom is 
different from the other zoom 
because it is not pressure sensitive. 
In the menu of the camera the 
speed can be set to 
Low-Medium-High or 
Low-Off-High.

Zoom Servo/Manual

Use to choose servo zoom (controlled by the zoom 
buttons) or manual zoom 
(controlled manually by 
the zoom ring). Make sure 
to set the SERVO/MANU 
switch on the side of the 
camera to MANU before 
manually adjusting zoom.

DISP/MODE CHK 
button

During recording or while 
paused, information like 
recording functions setting 
status and a list of functions allocated to the USER 
buttons can be displayed by holding down the DISP/ 
MODE CHK button. Release the button to return to 
the normal display.

Pressing the DISP/MODE CHK button during 
recording or while recording is paused will
remove all displays from the screen except for the 
operation status, standby mode display, counter, 
marker, and safety zone display. Press the button 
again to return to the normal display. This setting 
will be maintained even if the camera’s power is 
turned off by moving the POWER switch to the 
OFF position or if the operating mode is changed.

Pressing the DISP/MODE CHK button while the 
thumbnail screen is displayed in PB mode will 
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display the properties of the selected clip. Clips can 
be selected by moving the cursor with the Operation 
lever.

LCD button
Use this button to vary how much 
information the camera displays in 
the Viewfinder or LCD panel.

OIS button

The Optical Image Stabilization 
(OIS) system provides camera shake 
compensation, use this button to 
turn it on or off. In some situations 
this will make the picture steadier 
when you are shooting hand held. 
Press the OIS button to turn the 

function on and off.  A little hand icon will appear in 
the viewfinder when the OIS function is active. Turn 
OIS off when using a tripod for more natural images, 
as small moves and pans will show the  image 
stabilization attempt to reduce movement and then 
give up, making your smooth pan on a tripod less 
than smooth.

EVF DTL button

This turns on detail enhancement that 
emphasizing the outlines of the images 
you see in the viewfinder or LCD 
panel that makes it easier to focus. 
Emphasizing the outlines does not 

effect the images you shoot. Pushing the button again 
turns this off.

Zebra button

When turned on, these can tell you 
when you are overexposing part of the 
frame, a zebra-like pattern will appear 
over the overexposed area. This button 
can be set for Zebra 1 = 80%, Zebra 

2=100%  (See the the manual to change the 
threshold values of the Zebras). Pushing on the Zebra 
button takes you through the settings, Zebra 1, Zebra 
2, Marker On, Marker Off. The marker is a “spot 
meter” that only measures the exposure of the small 
square in the middle of the LCD display in terms of 
percentage (100 being white, 50 middle gray, 0 pure 
black), this number is displayed in the lower left hand 
corner of the LCD and viewfinder when in Marker 
Mode.

WFM button

Press the WFM button to display the 
video waveform on the LCD display.  
This shows you the of the overall 
brightness of objects in the frame. 

Overexposed portions of the image will be shown 
along the top of the waveform (100) with middle 
grey values in the middle (50) and black at the 
bottom (0). Point the camera to different scenes and 
adjust the explore and see how the waveform 
changes. In the first waveform image, the scene is 

quite dark, because 
there are no 
elements that are 
brighter than 50% 
(middle grey). The 
second waveform 
image shows a 
scene with a full 
range of values 
with some 
highlights 
approaching 100 
and a nice 
distribution of 
values across the 
entire range from 

black (0, bottom 
line on the graph) to white (100, top line on the 
graph), which would be considered properly exposed.

Shutter and Speed Sel Buttons

Press the shutter button to change the speed then 
press the Speed-Sel button to set the speed (see page 
46 in the manual for more details).

User Buttons

User 1,2, and 3: The setting options for the 
user buttons are in the menu under SW 
Mode. There are eleven functions that can 
be allotted to the user buttons for special 
shooting conditions or effects (see 
manual).

Audio Functions
The use of these functions were discussed in more 
detail earlier in this document.

Audio Mon/Var Buttons

Use these buttons (on the side 
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of the eyepiece) to adjust the volume of the built in 
monitor or headphones connected to the camera.

Audio Control Dials

These dials control the audio 
recording level. Use these to 

adjust the overall level. Even if you’re counting on 
the LIMITER to catch those pesky peaks, you still 
need to adjust the levels for a good overall audio 
level. Refer to the level readout discussed earlier in 
this document and don’t forget to always monitor 
what you’re recording with headphones for the best 
results (and to avoid unpleasant surprises in 
postproduction).

Other parts of the camera

Cold Shoe (a.k.a. accessory shoe)

Used to mount a light, microphone mount, wireless 
receiver, or other gear on the camera. Avoid the 
temptation to put a light here though, on-camera 
lights annoy the people you are shooting and looks 
flat.

Tally Lamp

The tally lamps are illuminated during recording by 
setting the REC LAMP item of the OTHER 
FUNCTIONS menu to any setting other than OFF. 
One is located on the front of the external 
microphone and the other on the lower-left-hand 
side of the back. The tally lamp will flash in any of 
the following circumstances: the battery is low; the 
Optical Image Stabilization is not working properly 
(flashes 4 times per second); there’s a problem with 
the focus function (flashes 4 times per second); the 
battery capacity is very low (flashes 1 time per 
second); the memory card is almost full (flashes 1 
time per second).

Tripod Socket

The camera has a standard 1/4-20 (1/4” diameter, 20 
threads per inch) socket on the bottom of the camera 
for attachment to a tripod. This can also be used for 
attaching the camera to custom made mounts. You 
can find compatible bolts at most any hardware store. 
Make sure that any bolt you get is not too long, you 
don’t want the bolt to bottom out in the threaded 
socket and risk damaging the socket or camera. 
Another socket with the same thread may be found 
on the camera’s carrying handle, which is handy for 

attaching accessories, or camera support for using the 
camera is a low mode along the ground, for example.

Lens and Lens Shade

Always keep the lens clean. If you need to clean the 
lens, apply a drop of lens fluid and then clean gently 
with a crumpled piece of lens tissue. Never press on 
the lens while cleaning, as a small grain of dirt could 
easily scratch the lens. If you’re not confident with 
lens cleaning, ask someone with experience to show 
you how to do it. The lens shade is removable (the 
lens shade attaches via a bayonet mount, turn gently 
counter-clockwise to remove).

Manual operation
When you first start using the camera, it’s a good idea 
to run in automatic mode so you don’t have to worry 
about focus, exposure, white balance, and video gain, 
however, once you become comfortable using the 
camera, you’ll want to start using the camera in 
manual mode for the utmost in creative control over 
the focus, exposure, and color characteristics of your 
video clips. You’ll find that in the end, you are going 
to do a better job with these settings once you get the 
hand of it. With a lot of practice and practice, you’ll 
get good with these settings. So give yourself some 
time, be patient with yourself, and take time to 
practice, reflect, practice, reflect, and then practice 
and reflect some more. Much like learning to ride a 
bicycle, practice on a regular basis is required to 
develop skill and fluency.

Switching to manual mode

Move the AUTO/MANUAL switch to the 
MANUAL position to select the manual mode. The 
“A” in the viewfinder or LCD monitor will disappear 
(see figure below). Now you’re in manual mode.

Manual focusing

Set the FOCUS switch to M (manual mode). Focus 
by turing the focus ring. You can momentarily go 
back to automatic focus by pushing the PUSH 
AUTO button. Setting the FOCUS switch to infinity  
causes the camera to focus on infinity and then 
returns to manual focus after you’ve moved it to 
infinity. Note: If you have set ON for the AF item on 
the AUTO SW setting menu, auto focusing will 
occur regardless of the position of the FOCUS switch 
when the auto mode has been established. 
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Momentary auto focus

Even if you have switched 
FOCUS to M (MANUAL) the 
camera will focus automatically 
while you press down PUSH 
AUTO. This is handy if you want 
to automatically focus but prevent 
the focus from changing during 
the shot, e.g. making sure the 
auto focus does not respond to 
someone crossing the frame while 
the camera is focused on your 
subject.

Focus assist

Pressing the FOCUS ASSIST 
button magnifies the center of the 
screen, enabling you to focus more 
easily. While in EXPANDED 
mode the central part of the screen 
will be magnified. Press the 
FOCUS ASSIST button again to 
return to the original screen. 

Iris adjustment

To enable manual iris (aperture) 
adjustment, set the 
AUTO/MANUAL switch on the 
side of the camera to MANUAL.

While in manual mode, pressing the 
IRIS button changes how the 
aperture will be adjusted:

AUTO IRIS: the aperture is 
adjusted automatically by 
the camera, or

MANUAL IRIS: the 
aperture is adjusted 
manually using the IRIS 
dial

To adjust the aperture while in 
manual mode, simply turn the IRIS 
dial on the side of the camera. 

The direction of the IRIS dial and its 
effect on the aperture is determined in 
the setup menus: SW MODE screen -> 
IRIS DIAL. If you have set the A.IRIS 
item ON in the AUTO SW menu, the 
manual iris mode will be deactivated. 
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Manual focus controls

Manual exposure controls

Gain, ND, and white balance controls

Note: the camera in photo on this 
page is a different model, but the 
buttons we’re talking about are all in 
the same place on both cameras. 



Since the default is ON, you will want to turn this 
setting OFF in order to be able to select between 
automatic and manual mode using the IRIS button.

The zoom lens on the camera does not have a 
continuous aperture through the zoom range, 
therefore, when the lens is set to the minimum focal 
length (full wide angle), the aperture is f/1.6. When 
the lens is set to the maximum focal length (full 
telephoto) the aperture is f/3.0.

The lens aperture can be adjusted using the focus ring 
by setting the RING (FOCUS/IRIS) switch to IRIS. 
However, is a pretty strange thing to do, as you want 
in most cases to have access to both manual exposure 
and manual focus, so I suggest avoiding using this 
mode. Get used to using the IRIS dial for exposure 
and the focus ring for focus. It’s nice to be able to 
choose between manual focus or automatic focus on 
the fly, just as it’s possible to choose between manual 
exposure and automatic exposure at the same time.

Exposure adjustment using the zebras

Press the ZEBRA button while in CAM mode to 
show the zebra pattern on the viewfinder or the 
marker on the viewfinder so you can check to see 
what portions of the scene are too bright. Parts of the 
scene that may be overexposed are shown as a zebra 
pattern.

In manual mode you can then adjust the IRIS knob 
to adjust the aperture of the lens in order to increase 
or reduce the exposure of the scene.  The idea is to 
remove the zebra patterns (assuming the Zebra is set 
to 90%). 

The display changes as follows each time you press 
the ZEBRA button:

Zebra 1: zebra 1 displayed
Zebra 2: zebra 2 displayed
Marker: a spot meter reading is displayed
Off: no exposure assist display

In the DISPLAY SETUP menu, ZEBRA DETECT1 
and ZEBRA DETECT2, can be set to indicate 
different brightness values that will trigger the 
appearance of the zebra patterns. If the ZEBRA 
DETECT2 item is set to OFF, ZEBRA2 will not be 
displayed even if the ZEBRA button is pressed. The 
zebra pattern you have set appears as a percentage on 
the display for about 2 seconds. Zebra pattern are not 
displayed when the focus assist function is in use.

Exposure adjustment using the marker

If you press the ZEBRA button while the zebra 
pattern is being displayed, a marker appears in the 
center of the display, assuming you have set the 
DISPLAY SETUP menu item MARKER to ON). 
The brightness of the area in the viewfinder indicated 
by the marker will be displayed as a percentage (0% 
to 99%) in the viewfinder. 0 corresponds to black, 50 
corresponds to middle-gray, and 99 corresponds to 
pure white without any textural retail. A reading of  
“99%↑” appears if the luminance is over 99%. While 
in marker mode, the normal viewfinder display will 
appear if you press the ZEBRA button.

Gain adjustment

The camera has a video gain circuit that amplifies the 
video signal in order to make it possible to shoot in 
very low light situations. The side-effect of video gain 
is that the image will exhibit considerable more noise, 
therefore, you only want to shoot at high gain 
settings when it’s absolutely necessary. 

To manually set the gain, make sure the 
AUTO/MANUAL switch to set to manual mode. 

Switch the gain using the GAIN switch on the side of 
the camera, with the default camera settings the three 
positions are:

L: For shooting under normal lighting 
conditions (0 dB video gain)
M: For shooting in low light conditions (6 dB 
video gain)
H: For shooting in very low light conditions (12 
dB video gain)

You can change the amount of video gain that 
corresponds to the M and H switch settings by 
changing the MID GAIN and HIGH GAIN items in 
the SW MODE settings menu. If the AGC item on 
the AUTO SW settings menu is set to anything other 
than OFF, the gain setting will be set to automatic 
during automatic mode, regardless of the position of 
the GAIN switch. 

When a slow shutter speed (e.g. 1/15) is set, the gain 
is fixed at 0 dB gain regardless of the position of the 
GAIN switch.

ND filter adjustment

Sometimes you’ll find yourself shooting in conditions 
with too much light. You want to avoid shooting 
with lens apertures of f/11 or f/16 if you can avoid it, 
because at these settings lens performance suffers due 
to excessive refraction. The sweet spot in terms of 
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maximum sharpness for the lens on this camera is 
around f/4 or so. In order to open up the lens in 
bright shooting conditions, the camera is going to 
need the equivalent of sunglasses and here’s where the 
ND (neutral density) filter comes it. It’s a colorless 
filter that reduces the intensity of the light entering 
the camera. The ND FILTER switch can be set to 
one of the following settings:

OFF: The ND filter is not engaged
1/4: Reduces light intensity by 1/4 (2 stops)
1/16: Reduces light intensity by 1/16 (4 stops)
1/64: Reduces light intensity by 1/64 (6 stops)

For example, if proper exposure of the scene requires 
the lens to be set at f/16, by setting the ND filter 
switch to the 1/16 setting would allow you to use a 
lens aperture of f/4. The ND filter is handy when you 
want to shoot with the lens at a very wide aperture 
(e.g. f/2) for shallower depth of field.

Adjusting white balance

White light is actually a mix of all the visible 
wavelengths. White light can be reproduced with a 
mixture red, green, and blue (RGB) light, so the 
camera uses three CCD chips and color filters to 
record the red, green, and blue components of the 
scene. But what combination of the red, green, and 
blue light constitutes white? The camera does not 
know. Daylight is rich in blue. Incandescent lighting 
is rich in red. 

In order to reproduce white accurately, the camera 
needs to adjust the ratio between the three RGB 
primary colors. If the white balance is not adjusted 
properly, white will be reproduced with a color cast, 
most likely bluish in a daylight situation or yellowish 
in an interior situation. When shooting in manual 
mode, you can tell the camera what white is by either 
setting the the white balance to a fixed setting for 
either daylight (5600K) balanced light sources or 
Tungsten (3200K) balanced light sources. The third 
alternative is to point the camera at a white card in 
the scene under typical illumination and set the white 
balance setting to correspond to that white card. 

You can save adjustments and reselect them by 
setting the WHITE BAL switch to the A or B 
position or you can use the preset (daylight or 
tungsten) values, depending on the shooting 
conditions.

Setting the white balance. To set the white balance, 
follow these steps:

1. Make sure that the AUTO/MANUAL switch is 
set to manual mode.

2. Make sure the shutter speed has already been set as 
desired (see page 46 in the manual).

3. Place a white card in the scene under the same 
lighting conditions and light source as the subject 
you will be shooting. Zoom into the white card 
and fill the frame with white. Something white 
like a piece of paper, a wall, or a white shirt near 
the subject can be used in a pinch. Make sure not 
to include bright highlights in the shot.

4. Set the WHITE BAL switch to position A or B 
(whichever preset you want to use to save this 
particular white balance setting). 

5. Press the AWB button on the front of the camera.

6. The white balance adjustment takes a few seconds. 
During the process, you’ll see AWB Xch ACTIVE 
on the screen, and when complete, it will display 
AWB Xch OK (X will be A or B depending on the 
preset you’re using). If there was a problem setting 
the white balance, you’ll see AWB Ach NG. 

Getting an error message usually means that the 
white balance adjustment failed due to low light 
conditions or the particular light mixture is outside 
the bounds of the camera’s ability to correct the 
color. The message may say LOW LIGHT as a result 
of low light conditions or LEVEL OVER in the case 
of an overexposed scene. 

White balance cannot be adjusted if the ATW (Auto 
Tracking White) function is enabled. If you have set 
ON under ATW on the AUTO SW setting menu 
screen, ATW will be active when auto mode has been 
established regardless of the WHITE BAL switch 
position.

Using the white balance presets

If you’re working under controlled lighting 
conditions, you can choose one of the presets. Here’s 
how to use the presets:

1. Make sure the AUTO/MANUAL switch is set to 
manual mode. 

2. Set the WHITE BAL switch to PRST. The current 
white balance setting appears in the viewfinder 
(either 3200K for indoors tungsten balanced 
lighting or 5600K for outdoors daylight or 
daylight balanced artificial lighting).

3 Press the AWB button, you’ll see that the white 
balance setting toggles between 3200K and 5600K 
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each time you press the AWB button in the PRST 
mode.

Black balance adjustment

In order to reproduce blacks accurately, black 
balancing adjusts the zero level of all three primary 
colors (RGB). If the black balance is not adjusted 
properly, shadow details will be reproduced with a 
color cast. It is not normally necessary to adjust the 
black balance, however, you should adjust it when:

1. You use the camera for the first time. 

2. You use the camera after not using it for a long 
time. 

3. The ambient temperature changes greatly. 

4. You switch to the normal (OFF) shutter speed or 
to slow shutter. 

5. You switch between the progressive and normal 
(60i) modes. 

You can do both black balance and white balance at 
the same time by holding the AWB button down for 
a couple of seconds.  When the black balance setting 
is being adjusted you’ll see ABB ACTIVE on the 
viewfinder, followed by ABB END when the process 
is complete.

Auto tracking white balance (ATW)

Using the ATW function enables the camera to 
automatically determine the white balance setting for 
the current shooting conditions. This is not the best 
way to assure the best color reproduction, but in fast 
changing lighting conditions, you might not have a 
choice. 

Using the setup menu you allocate the ATW mode to 
one of the positions on the WHITE BAL switch (A, 
B, or PRST). You can accomplish this by going to 
the SW MODE setup menus and set the ATW 
feature. The ATW feature is set to work in the auto 
mode when the camera is new (factory preset) but it’s 
probably been changed. The white balance sensor is 
located on the front of the camera’s built-in 
microphone housing. If lighting falls on this sensor, 
or you block the sensor, ATW will not work 
properly.

Menu Functions
The primary reason to go into the menus is for 
changes in the functionality of the camera. There is 
no need to use the menu during basic shooting if you 

are happy with the camera defaults or how it was set 
up before you started using it. However, if someone 
was in the menus messing around, they might have 
set things you don’t want. 

If the camera is ever functioning in a manner 
inconsistent with this handout, it’s possible that 
there’s a menu setting that has been changed. 
Consult the user’s manual for specific details on 
adjusting the various menu settings.

Menu

When the unit is in CAM (regular camera operation 
mode) press the MENU button to enter the camera 
menus. In the menu mode you push the “operation 
level” (a.k.a. “tiny joystick”) up, down, right, and left 
to choose setting options, and then push it to 
confirm your choice.

Menu Options

Camera Mode

1. Scene File (changes look-related settings for each 
of the scene file dial settings)

2. SW Mode (adjust functionality of various camera 
features including gain, iris, handle zoom, etc.)

3. Auto SW (adjust functionality of automatic mode)

4. Record Setup (adjusts recording settings, e.g. video 
and audio modes)

5. TC/UB Setup (adjusts things related to time code 
and user bits)

Playback mode

1. Play Setup

2. Thumbnail Setup

3. Operation

4. SW Mode

5. AV Out Setup

MENU button

operational 
lever a.k.a. 
tiny joystick
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Scene File Settings

This dial has setting designed for various shooting 
conditions. When shooting the needed file can be 
quickly loaded using this dial. 

Scene File Dial Settings

F1. Scene: Standard Settings (start with this one)

F2. Scene Flou: Indoor shooting under fluorescents

F3. Scene Spark: Increases color, detail, and contrast

F4. Scene B-STR: Enhanced gradation in dark areas, 
good when shooting things like sunsets.

F5. Scene Cine-V: Provides a film-like gamma where 
the contrast is emphasized. (Note: the actual 
recording format remains unchanged, it must be set 
using the REC FORMAT item on the 
RECORDING SETUP screen (see camera manual).

F6. Scene Cine-D: Provides a film-like gamma where 
the dynamic range is emphasized. (Note: the actual 
recording format remains unchanged, it must be set 
using the REC FORMAT item on the 
RECORDING SETUP screen (see camera manual).

The scene file settings can be reprogrammed:
• To save a scene file to reflect your own settings, 

select the one you want to save with the scene 
dial. Then make your changes to the scene 
settings. Then in the SCENE FILE screen, 
LOAD/SAVE/INIT, select SAVE. The settings 
for the selected scene file will be set to your own 
settings. This will not effect other scene files.

• To initialize a scene file, select the one you want 
to initialize with the scene dial. Then in the 
SCENE FILE screen, LOAD/SAVE/INIT, select 
INITIALIZE. The settings for only the selected 
scene file are returned to the factory settings. This 
will not effect other scene files.

Creating your own scene files is beyond the scope of 
this introduction, however, page 85 of the owners 
manual will show you all of the options you can 
adjust.  

Recommended settings

For starters, I suggest using the F1 Scene File setting 
and the 720/30PN Recording Mode. In most cases 
you’ll want 30P recording in Native mode unless you 
know exactly why you want some other another 
Scene File and Recording Mode setting. Most other 
camera settings in the menu can be left in their 
default setting for starting out. After some time using 

the camera, there are some settings (like those dealing 
with auto focus and such) that you’ll want to change.

I prefer to set the Scene File to F6. Scene Cine-D 
and the REC FORMAT (in the RECORDING 
SETUP menu) to 720/24PN for 24P progressive 
scan recording. This provides more time on the card, 
the lower frame rate contributes to the “film look,” 
and 24 fps allows me to maintain compatibility with 
materials that were originally shot on film. I suggest 
avoiding the 60i settings unless you want a “video 
look” and prefer interlaced video for some reason 
(e.g. fast motion exhibits less strobing at 60i).

Things to avoid
Do not use the camcorder in shooting situations 
under 32ºF or over 100ºF. Do not store the 
camcorder in a car trunk or in a closed van. Do not 
expose camcorder to rain or excessive moisture (but a 
little drizzle will not hurt the camera). Protect the 
camera from hazards of either a human or natural 
origin.

P2 Memory Cards
The camera records 
video onto P2 memory 
cards. Media Studio 
camera kits come with 
one 16GB card and one 
32GB card.  Only P2 
cards may be used for 
recording with this 
camera. The SD card slot is only for loading or saving 
configuration settings. 

Store P2 cards in the plastic 
case when they are not in the 
camera. Always replace the 
rubber contact protector to 
keep dust out of the contacts 
when the card is not in the 
camera. When cards are 
outside of their plastic case, 
store the rubber contact protector in 
the plastic case so it does not get lost.

Access lamp. An access lamps is 
located to each of the P2 card and 
slot tells you what’s going on with the card. While in 
CAM mode (MCR) the lamp indicates (Note: the 
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Panasonic documentation refers to orange, but to 
some people these lights look amber): 

• Green: card is loaded and data can be written to 
the card;

• Slow Blinking Green: no storage space remains 
on the card or the card is write-protected;

• Amber: slot is the current target for recording;
• Blinking Amber: data is being recorded to the 

card;
• Fast Blinking Amber: card is in the process of 

being recognized by the camcorder;
• Both Blinking Amber: ejection of card during 

access;
• Off: there is no card in the slot or the card that 

was inserted is incompatible with the camera.

While in PC mode (USB) the lamp indicates: 
• Blinking Amber: data is being read from the 

card;
• Off: something else is going on, perhaps nothing.

While in PC mode (Firewire) the lamp indicates: 
• Blinking Amber: device is connected;
• Off: device is not connected.

Removing P2 cards. First, open the P2 card slot 
cover by sliding it to the left slightly and then pulling 
out. Second, check that that the access lamp is not 
flashing amber before opening the cover.  Third, 
Press the button to the right of the card (you might 
have to flip it so it sticks out prior to pressing it). 
Once the card is part-way out 
of the slot, pull the card 
straight out.

Formatting P2 card. To 
format a card, follow these 
steps:

1. Power on the camera.

2. Press the MODE button 
to go into MCR mode.

3. Press the MENU button (near the joystick, 

a. A menu will appear on he screen, using the 
joystick, select OPERATION,

b. Then select 
FORMAT,

c. Navigate to 
either SLOT1 
or SLOT2,

d. Select the slot 
and confirm formatting.

The camera will format the card and then confirm the 
process.

Recording capacity. The total recording time 
available on the P2 card depends on the Recording 
Mode chosen. The following lists recording times for 
various modes and P2 card capacities.

P2 Card
Capacity

Recording ModeRecording ModeRecording ModeP2 Card
Capacity 720/24PN 720/30PN 1080/60i

16 GB 40 min. 32 min. 16 min.

32 GB 80 min. 64 min. 32 min.
\

Repairing cards. Never remove the memory card or 
disconnect the battery or power cord while the 
memory card access lamp is flashing. Doing so might 
damage the card. In the event that the memory card 
has been removed while the memory card access lamp 
was flashing, or that the battery or power cord has 
been disconnected during recording, a clip may 
become damaged. The manual outlines the process 
for formatting the card.

Write protect. P2 and cards have a write protect tab 
(a.k.a. lock) that can be set to prevent writing to the 
card. It is good practice when you’re done shooting 
to lock cards before copying media to a computer. 
It’s also a good idea to keep a log. You want to make 
sure that data is both copied and backed up before 
you format a card for reuse.

Camera battery and charger
Charge the camera battery before use. It is 
recommended that you keep one extra battery as a 
spare (the MassArt kits come with one extra battery). 
To remove the battery push on the grey battery 
release button above the battery position on the back 
of the camera while holding on to the battery. 

Charging the battery 

1. Connect the power cord to the AC 
charger/adapter. Disconnect the DC cord if it is 
connected, since the battery will not charge if DC 
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cord is connected. A red power LED confirms that 
the charger is powered on.

2. Insert the battery (align the battery with the mark 
and insert fully until you hear a solid click).

3. The green charging lamp will indicate the state 
charging: On: Charging in progress; Off: Charging 
complete Flashing: Indicates there may be a fault 
with the battery or the AC adapter. Verify the 
contacts are clean and insert the battery again. If 
the flashing continues, report this to the Media 
Studio staff. 

The high capacity batteries will take approximately 
five hours to charge and provide two three hours of 
continuous camera use. Charging may take longer in 
high or low temperatures or if the battery has not 
been in use for a long period of time. These times are 
approximate.

Operating on AC line current

You can connect the DC adapter to the charger and 
insert the other end as if it was a battery on the 
camera in order to operate the camera from line 
current. If a battery is attached to the charger it will 
not recharged as long as the DC cord is connected to 
the AC adapter/charger. 

LCD Image and Data Display
The LCD brightness can be adjusted pushing LCD 
button on the side of the camera behind the LCD 
panel, the camera offers three settings, clicking the 
button cycles you through the levels.

The LCD display provides a dizzying array of 
information, some of it is crucial to know, the rest 
simply clutters the view, fortunately, you can turn the 
information display on and off by pressing the 
DISP/MODE CHK button or by configuring the 
OTHER DISPLAY setup in the DISPLAY SETUP 
screen of the setup menus (see owners manual). 

Note that only some of the information is shown on 
the screen when you’re in recording mode. To see the 
rest of the information displayed, press and hold the 
DISP/MODE CHK button and you’ll see the full 
array of information available on the display.

Here’s a list of all of the information available on the 
display, however, this list is terse, for a complete 
discussion refer to the camera manual and The HPX 
Book for additional explanation related to these items:

1. Timecode. Time code is a number recorded along 
with the video for editing purposes that identifies 
every frame of the video in terms of hours, 
minutes, seconds, and frames in the form 
HH:MM:SS:FF. Pressing the COUNTER button 
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changes what number is displayed, and it operates 
differently in the various camera modes (see 
manual for all the details). 

2. Warnings as follows will appear in this location:
P2 card w/ slash icon indicates there is no P2 
card in the camera or the card that’s in the camera 
is write protected; 
P2 FULL indicates there is no spare remaining on 
the card; 
P2 LACK blinks in Loop Record Mode when 
there is not enough space left on the card; 
Battery w/ slash icon appears when the internal 
clock battery is dead.

3. Auto/Manual appears when the 
AUTO/MANUAL switch is set to AUTO and a 
function that’s been set in the AUTO SW menu is 
operating (see manual for more details).

4. Backup unit displays. We will not be connecting 
hard drives to this camera for media backup, but if 
this is something you want to do, see the manual.

5. Recording format. Indicates the recording format 
settings of the camera as set in the menus (see page 
104 of the camera manual).

6. 1394TC display  (not an issue in standard use, 
appears in MCR mode)

7. Information display. Various things are displayed 
in this area depending on the situation including 
when white balance or black balance is underway, 
AWB error message (LOW LIGHT / LEVEL 
OVER), and other warnings will appear here, also  
the functions allocated to the USER buttons are 
displayed in this area while you hold down the 
DISP/ MODE CHK button. 

8. Squeeze information informs you when playing 
back images that were recorded in squeeze mode.

9. Mic level control. Appears in the RECORDING 
SETUP screen, set the Audio Limiter Control 
with the MIC ALC setting in the RECORDING 
SETUP menu.

10. AWB error appears as “LOWLIGHT” when the 
illumination level is to low to adjust white balance 
or “C TEMP **” appears when the WHITE BAL 
switch position is changed the power is turned on, 
and COLOR TEMP Ach or COLOR TEMP Bch 
are set to a value other than 0 on the setting menu 
SCENE FILE screen while in the auto white 
balance adjustment.

11. Focus bar appears when FOCUS BAR is set to 
ON in the DISPLAY SETUP setup menu screen. 

The farther the bar is shown to the right, the more 
the image is in focus.

12. Marker luminance display. When the marker 
(spot meter) is in effect, this portion of the display 
tells you the luminance level of the scene within 
the marker boundaries, 0% corresponding to 
black, 50% corresponding to middle grey, and 
99% corresponding to pure white. If  99%^ is 
displayed, the luminance level is over 99%, 
over-exposed.

13.Time stamp recording appears when TIME 
STAMP is set to ON in the RECORDING 
SETUP settings menu. In this mode the camera is 
records current date and time on each frame.

14. Date and time are displayed in the form: mmm 
dd yyy hh:mm:ss

15.Recording/playback frame rate. Indicates the 
frame rate the camera is currently recording at, it is 
not displayed when the camera is recording 
1080/60i. 

16. Shutter speed. Indicates the frame rate the 
camera is currently recording at.

17. Audio level meter. Indicates the level of the 
incoming audio signal. Refer to the earlier 
discussion of setting levels or page 52 of the  
owners manual).

18. Auto iris control. Displays the automatic iris 
control setting: STD: Standard auto-iris control; 
SPOT: Auto iris control for spotlight; BACK: 
Auto iris control for backlight.

19. Iris setting. Displays the current f/stop (aperture 
setting) of the lens. Avoid shooting at small 
apertures like f/11 and f/16 (use the ND filters to 
shoot at larger apertures).

20. Zoom position. Displays the current focal length 
setting of the lens, Z00 for maximum wide-angle 
position to Z99 for maximum telephoto position. 
The units displayed can be changed to more 
filmmaker-friendly units of millimeters (mm) in 
the ZOOM & FOCUS item of the setting 
DISPLAY SETUP menu.

21. Focus position. Displays the focus position of 
the lens using a range of ridiculous units from 99 
to 00, 95 indicates the focal distance is at infinity, 
while 00 indicates the focal distance is at 
approximately 5 cm.  AF indicates auto focus 
mode. MF indicates manual focus mode. When 
the display is set to macro, the black and white AF 
or MF is displayed white on black instead. 
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Depending on the zoom position, the macro range 
may not be enabled. Also, depending on the zoom 
position, the lower limit value of macro range may 
be different. The units can be switched to the 
much more filmmaker friendly units of feet or 
meters in the ZOOM & FOCUS item of the 
DISPLAY SETUP menu.

22. Index/shot mark recording. Displayed when the 
INDEX or SHOT MARK function was pressed 
during recording. INVALID will be displayed if 
an index or shot mark cannot be attached. This 
only works if you’ve assigned the index function to 
one of the USER buttons. See the manual for 
more details.

23. ND filter recommendation. Displays the 
recommended ND filter for the currently shooting 
conditions.

24.ND filter setting. Displays the currently engaged 
ND filter.

25. Gain. Displays the current video gain setting. 
When the camera is in automatic mode, AGC is 
displayed instead of a number.

26. White balance operation. When the camera is in 
white balance operation mode, it tells you what it’s 
doing here.

27.  White balance information.  Displays the white 
balance setting as follows: ATW: Automatic 
Tracking White Balance (ATW) is active; P3.2K: 
preset of 3200K tungsten is active; P5.6K: preset 
of 5500K daylight is active; Ach: user preset A is 
active; Bch: user preset B is active; LOCK: ATW 
is currently locked.

28. Digital zoom display. Shows the digital zoom 
ratio, however, you should avoid using the digital 
zoom! 

29. Marker. When this indicator is visible it is 
showing you that the Marker (spot meter) 
function is active and this is the portion of the 
frame that is being used for the spot meter 
reading. The Marker function can be activated by 
pressing the Zebra button once or twice (pressing 
the Zebra button cycles through to the next  mode 
among : Zebra Off, Zebra 1, Zebra 2, Marker On.

30. Optical Image Stabilizer. When this icon 
appears it indicates that the Optical Image 
Stabilizer (OIS) is active.

31. Scene filename. Indicates the currently active 
scene file (the scene files you create can be given 

custom names, see page 53 of the operation 
manual).

32. Battery charge remaining. Displays the 
remaining battery capacity with an estimate of 
remaining minutes and a battery icon. Not 
displayed when using AC adapter. The battery 
display will change as battery capacity decreases 
and will be displayed in red when less than 3 
minutes are remaining, and will flash when the 

battery is empty. Remaining battery capacity may 
not be displayed correctly when using the camera 
in very hot or cold conditions or low temperatures, 
or when the battery has not been used for a long 
period of time. To ensure that remaining battery 
capacity is displayed correctly, use the battery 
completely from a fully-charged state, and then 
charge the battery again. Batteries that have been 
recharged a large number of times without being 
allowed to be run down completely may not 
display accurate information. The remaining 
battery capacity display will disappear 
momentarily when switching between modes or 
when changing the LCD brightness since the 
capacity is recalculated at these times.  

33. Media remaining memory display. Displays the 
recording time remaining on the P2 card. 
Whether it shows you the total time remaining for 
both cards or the time remaining for the selected 
card is determined by the setting in the DISPLAY 
SETUP menu. During MODE CHECK it will 
show you the remaining time for the mode not 
selected in the menu. 

34. Operation status. Displays what the camera is 
currently doing: recording (REC); paused 
(PAUSE), performing a record check (CHK),  
playback, playback paused, frame by frame 
playback, skipping, fast-forward, etc. An 
exclamation mark indicates a warning is being 
displayed.

35. Media information display. This provides 
information on each of the P2 card slots:  [1] or 
[2] are lit when you can record to a P2 card; [1] or 
[2] lights green when it’s the currently selected 
card; [-] indicates the P2 card slot is empty; [P] 
indicates the card in the slot is write protected; [F] 
indicates the card is full; [X] indicates the camera 
does not recognize the card in the slot; [E] 
indicates the card has a formatting error (try 
formatting the card unless there was precious dates 
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on the card, and in that case, some serious 
troubleshooting may be required.

36. Special recording display. If you’ve set the 
camera to INTERVAL, ONE SHOT, or LOOP 
recording in the RECORDING SETUP menu (or 
when PRE REC is set to on), the camera will 
remind you you’re in one of these special modes. 
See the manual for details on these alternative 
shooting modes. INTERVAL allows you to use 
this camera for time-lapse recording.

37.  Monitor audio level. When you press the 
AUDIO MON buttons on the camera right below 
the tiny joystick, the output volume from the 
built-in speaker and headphone jack are displayed 
here.

38.Safety zone. Displays the extent of the SAFETY 
ZONE (see page 108 of the owners manual) on 
the DISPLAY SETUP screen. 4:
3 lets you see where the image 
would be cropped when cropping 
to the 4:3 aspect ratio of standard 
definition television. 90% 
indicates the range in which 
signals can be displayed by an 
ordinary home use television sets 
(you can’t assume the entire 
image edge to edge can always be seen, so this 
allows a little padding for safety. These guides will 
not be displayed in LCD monitor or viewfinder 
when the FOCUS ASSIST item in the SW 
MODE settings menu has been set to 
EXPANDED. 

Warnings, error messages, and 
troubleshooting
A list of all the warnings and errors the camera may 
display on the screen during use may be found 
starting on page 91 of the manual. A troubleshooting 
chart begins on page 113 of the 
manual. 

Playback
When you power on the camera, it 
automatically enters camera (CAM) 
mode. To view and listen to the clips 
you’ve recorded with the camera, 
you’ll need to place the camera into 
playback (PB) mode. 

Playback mode. To place the camera in PB mode, 
after powering on the camera, press the MODE 
button on the back of the camera. Detailed 
instructions on playback mode and the thumbnail 
and information display may be found starting on 
page 64 of the manual.

Getting out of PB mode. If you press the 
START/STOP button in PB mode, the CAM mode 
will be activated, and shooting will start.

Playback. While a clip is being played, you can use 
the “operation lever” to pause it by pressing down, 
play by pushing up, stop by pushing down, or fast 
forward or reverse by pushing the control to the left 
or right.

Navigating the thumbnail screen. In PB mode 
you’ll see thumbnails of your clips in the viewfinder. 
Use the “operation lever” to select thumbnails by 
pushing the lever in one of the (up, down, left, right) 
direction to select the thumbnail of the video you’d 
like to view by pressing down on the “operational 
lever”

Thumbnail and clip display. The thumbnail view 
provides a lot of information about the clips (more 
that you really wanted to know).

1. Slot number display. The number of the slot with 
the P2 card containing the clip indicated by the 
yellow frame (the number appears in yellow). If a 
clip extends over both P2 cards, both numbers will 
will appear in yellow. If there’s an error with the 
card, the frame will turn pink (discussed further 
on page 91 of the manual). 

2. Thumbnails. These thumbnails representing the 
clips you’ve recorded.

3. Thumbnail display status. The types of clips 
being displayed (you can set what kind of clips you 
want displayed, setting this is described in the 
manual on page 67).
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4. Clip numbers. The clips are displayed in the order 
they were shot, up to 2,000. Clips can only be 
played if their recording format matches the 
current recording format of the camera, thus clips 
that were recorded in a format other than the 
current recorded format are shown in red (more 
on this on pp. 68 and 104 in the manual).

5. Menu display. Displays various menu choices, for 
example PROPERTY to see the metadata 
associated with a clip and OPERATION for 
formatting the card. 

6. Recording format. Display indicates the 
recording format of the currently selected clip. 

7. Indicators. Lets you know clip attributes as 
follows: 
[M]: indicates that a clip has a shot mark (see the 
manual for more about shot marks); 
[W]: indicates that a clip has been recorded in the 
16:9 aspect ratio (only relevant for 480i clips, since 
HD clips are always wide); 
[I]: indicates incomplete recording, the recording 
extends across two P2 cards, and the camera can’t 
find the other card; 
[X] indicates a defective clip, this could happen if 
power was lost during recording . Yellow indicates 
that the clip can be repaired, while red indicates 
they can’t be repaired; 
[?]: indicates the clip is in a format the camera 
does not understand;  
[T]: indicates there is a text memo associated with 
the clip (see manual for more about text memos); 
[E]: not likely to come up, however, indicates the 
clip is an edit copy (you can’t perform editing with 
this camera); 
[P]: not likely to come up, however, this indicates 
that a proxy has been added and recorded (you 
can’t perform recording of proxies with this 
camera);

8. Displays the duration of the currently selected clip.

Protecting clips. You can protect clips so that that 
they can’t be deleted off the card, this process is 
described in the manual. 

Deleting clips. You should probably avoid deleting 
clips in the field, it’s just too risky in the heat of 
production to make decisions in terms of what to 
keep and what to delete. This is better done in the 
editing room. But if you really need to delete a clip in 
the field, this process is described in the manual. 

Transferring media to your 
editing workstation
In order to edit your media, you’ll 
have to either (a) copy the media 
from the P2 card to your computer 
and then import into your editing 
system, or (b) import directly from 
the camera connected to the 
computer via USB mode or 
FireWire mode. If you want to do 
a straight copy of the media form a 
P2 card (and don’t forget there 
may be media on both cards, so transfer both!) to the 
Mac, you can do Finder Copy, however, if you use 
the P2CMS utility (available from Panasonic) to 
copy the footage, it include a verify function that 
assures that the footage on the card matches the 
footage in the folder you copied the media into on 
your external hard drive. See Panasonic’s P2CMS 
documentation for specifics if you want to use this 
utility.

P2 card reader or connecting camera to the Mac? 
Both work quite well. You can also transfer your 
footage directly to your workstation using an P2 
media card reader or the P2 card slot if you have a 
computer with a built in card shot. It is very 
important to write protect the P2 card before you 
insert it into a card reader! The MacOS likes to 
write files onto disks and it may create problems, 
causing the P2 card not to look like a P2 card to the 
software you are using to transfer media, so write 
protect the memory card before inserting it into a 
card reader. This is a critical step to protect your 
footage before you perform media ingest. Some 
editing systems will perform the copy of the card for 
you, so check to see how the editing system you’re 
using wants to handle tapeless camera media ingest. 

FireWire or USB connection? It may come as a 
surprise, however, data transfers between the 
HPX170 and the Mac are faster using the USB 2 

Socket for mini-USB 
connector

Socket for 6-pin 
FireWire 400 connector
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interface than the FireWire interface. The FireWire 
interface on the camera is only FireWire 400 (not the 
faster 800 interface on newer Macs) and when you 
connect both a hard drive and camera to the 
FireWire port, everything runs at the slower FireWire 
400 speed and shares the bandwidth. So, if you’re 
going to use the camera as a “card reader” make sure 
to configure it for USB transfers and use the USB 
cable. 

The table below shows the relative transfer times for 
720/24PN footage (assuming 171 min. of recording 
time per 64GB card) from the HPX to a FireWire 
800 drive connected to a MacBook Pro using 
Panasonic’s P2CMS utility. The verify function in  
P2CMS provides an extra level of reliability by 
making sure each file transferred is a perfect copy of 
what was on the camera, it takes longer, but assures 
there are no glitches in the transfer.

Whatever you do, when you copy a P2 card to your 
hard drive, make sure you make an EXACT 
CLONE OF THE CARD, in other words, the entire 
CONTENTS folder and the LASTCLIP.TXT file. 
Treat the card like a black box and DO NOT 
PICK AND CHOOSE MEDIA ELEMENTS 
FROM IT! If you don’t make an exact clone of the 
card, your editing software may not recognize the 
folder as P2 Media!

Final Cut Pro X. If you’re editing with Final Cut 
Pro X you can immediately ingest the footage directly 
from the card reader or camera mounted on your 
Mac as a USB or FireWire device using the Import 
from Camera functionality. The clips on the P2 card 
should appear in the Import window, allowing you to 
select one or more or all of the clips for import into 
Final Cut Pro X. Since DVCPRO HD is easily 
edited by Final Cut Pro X, Transcoding into ProRes 
is not necessary, but of course you need to copy the 
media from the camera to your Event.

Adobe Premiere Pro. If you are editing with Adobe 
Premiere Pro you should use Finder Copy or better 
yet Panasonic’s P2CMS utility to copy and verify the 
footage onto a folder on your external hard drive, and 
then import the footage into your project. Premiere 

Transfer method Data rateData rate

Factor 
(vs. 
real-time
)

Factor 
(vs. 
real-time
)

Time in min. to 
transfer 1 hr. of 
camera footage

USB Copy 1.32 GB/min. 0.28 x 16.60

USB Copy+Verify 0.71 GB/min. 0.51 x 30.70

FireWire Copy 0.51 GB/min. 0.71 x 42.89

FireWire Copy+Verify 0.25 GB/min. 1.46 x 87.50

knows how to work with the MXF file format 
Panasonic uses as a “wrapper” around the DVCPRO 
HD media files. Make sure you copy both the 
CONTENTS folder and the LASTCLIP.TXT file 
from the P2 card to a folder on your hard drive that 
has those two elements and nothing else in it!

To import the media into Adobe Premiere Pro once 
you’ve copied the card to your hard drive, use the 
Media Browser to navigate to the folder that’s a clone 
of the card and when that folder is selected you 
should see the video clips that are on the card, and 
from there you can IMPORT the media to your 
project just like any other media. Adobe Premiere Pro 
will recognize the folder as MXF Media as long as it 
has not be tampered with, thus the importance of 
making an exact CLONE of the card when you copy 
from card to a folder on your hard drive or media 
server.

Final Cut Pro 7 (Apple’s Method). If you are 
unfortunate to be still editing with the very long in 
the tooth Final Cut Pro 7 you’ll use the outdated Log 
and Transfer process which reads the media from the 
camera and converts it to ProRes 422 for editing. 
Final Cut Pro 7 can’t work directly with the MXF file 
format (the way the camera structures the video data 
on the P2 card) , therefore, you must perform Log 
and Transfer to get footage onto your workstation.  
The ProRes 422 media (stored wherever your 
Capture Scratch is located) is high enough quality to 
be used as your “Camera Original” footage, therefore, 
you can simply Log and Transfer directly from the 
camera, however, it does not preserve all of the 
metadata embedded in the original MXF file format 
used by Panasonic as a “wrapper” around the actual 
DVCPRO HD media.

Final Cut Pro 7 (Alternative Method). An 
alternative method exists for Final Cut Pro 7 users 
who want to edit the DVCPRO HD format footage 
recorded by the camera (which takes up less space 
than ProRes). You can use Finder Copy or the 
P2CMS utility to copy and verify the footage onto a 
folder on your external hard drive, and then use the 
RayLight for Mac utility (available from DV Film, 
not available in the Media Studio) to create 
QuickTime movie file proxies that point to the video 
“essence” of the MXF file format. These QuickTime 
proxies can easily be imported into Final Cut Pro 7. 
One caveat: you can’t change the name of the hard 
drive on which the original MXF media files live, as 
the proxies are hard coded with the file path of the 
video “essence” location. This method has the 
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advantage allowing you to archive the original MXF 
media created by the camera.

Steps for moving media from P2 to Mac. Here are 
the steps for connecting the camera to the Mac:

1. Make sure the Mac is turned on and running, and 
the camera is turned off,

2. Connect the camera to the computer using a USB 
cable or FireWire cable. Note: The camera must be 
configured via the OTHER FUNCTIONS => PC 
MODE setup menu as a “USB DEVICE” or 
“1394 DEVICE” depending on which interface 
you want to use (USB or FireWire). When in USB 
mode and a USB cable is not connected, CHECK 
USB CABLE is displayed, otherwise it should 
display USB CONNECT. When in FireWire 
mode and a FireWire cable is not connected, it 
will the camera will display 1394 
DISCONNECT, and when the cable is connected 
and the connection is recognized, it will display 
1994 CONNECT. When changing cards, always 
make sure that the access lamp is not flashing and 
that the card is not currently being accessed. 
Operations cannot be performed on the camera 
while in PC mode. In my experience USB transfer 
mode is faster, especially when the camera and 
external hard drive are both sharing the FireWire 
bus.

3. Power on the camera, the red CAM mode light on 
the back of the camera will be lit, indicating 
camera mode,

4. Press the MODE button (about two seconds) and 
then release, the green PB mode light will 
illuminate,

5. Press down the MODE button and wait until the 
mode indicator changes to the amber LED 
indicating PC mode before releasing it, PC light 
will glow amber indicating the camera is now in 
PC mode, sometimes the camera may switch back 
to CAM mode, if it does, simply repeat steps 4 
and 5,

6. The P2 card or cards on the 
camera will appear on the MacOS 
desktop as an external drive called 
“NO NAME,” if two cards are 
installed, you may not see both 
drives in the finder, but if you are 
using P2CMS (see below) or Final 
Cut Pro X to transfer media, you will definitely 
have access to both P2 volumes, each of which 

appears with the name “NO NAME” in these 
programs,

7. Now transfer media from the P2 cards to the 
Mac using either (1) P2CMS, (2) Final Cut Pro 
X, or (3) Finder Copy. following the instructions 
provided by the program you are using; if using a 
simple Finder Copy to copy the media from the 
P2 card to a folder on your hard drive, make sure 
to copy both the CONTENTS and the 
LASTCLIP.TXT file. If you’re editing with Adobe 
Premiere Pro use Finder Copy or P2CMS to move 
media from the Card to your Mac.

8. Disconnect the devices from the desktop and then 
turn the camera power off when you’re done 
moving media from the camera to the 
workstation.

Small vs. large sensor cameras 
and depth of field
Depth of field is a hot topic among videographers. 
The size of the image sensor used in a camera affects 
the depth of field (as we describe below). In 
summary, the smaller the sensor, the more difficult it 
becomes to achieve shallow depth of field without 
backing up and adjusting the zoom lens to the 
telephoto position. Camcorders with small sensors 
like the  HPX170 (which has 1/3-in. sensors) 
produce images that exhibit greater depth of field for 
the same angle-of-view compared to a D-SLRs and 
digital cinema cameras. Shooting with a shallow 
depth of field has been traditionally associated with 
35mm still photography and 35mm cinematography. 

Typically, when people discuss the characteristic of 
lenses at different focal lengths, they will use the 
traditional 35mm film still camera as a reference 
point to describe the focal length. For example, you’ll 
typically see brochures refer to the focal length range 
of a camera’s zoom lens in terms like, “Zoom range 
24mm to 30mm (35mm equivalent).” Rather than 
give the actual focal length, they will use 35mm still 
camera numbers so it’s easier to imagine the angle of 
view that the widest and longest lens setting will 
provide, since most enthusiasts and professionals are 
familiar with the characteristics of 35mm still film 
camera lenses, especially in terms of angle of view vs. 
depth of field at various f/stops. 

In photography, cinematography, and videography, a 
normal lens is a lens that reproduces a field of view 
that generally looks “natural” to an observer under 
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normal viewing conditions, as compared with lenses 
with longer focal lengths (called telephoto) or shorter 
focal lengths (called wide-angle) which produce an 
expanded or contracted field of view that distorts the 
perspective when viewed from a normal viewing 
distance. 

A zoom lens is not necessarily a telephoto, it’s simply 
a lens that allows you to vary the focal length, and we 
commonly use the term “zoom in” to move to a 
narrower angle of view setting and “zoom out” to 
move to a wider angle of view setting. On most video 
cameras, zoom lenses span the gamut from wide 
angle to telephoto.

For 35mm still photography, which serves as a widely 
used reference for discussing the visual effects of 
different focal lengths, a lens with a focal length close 
to equal to the diagonal size of the film frame is 
considered to be a normal lens, and it will have an 
angle of view of about 53° diagonally (approximately 
46° horizontally).

Cameras with small sensors increases depth-of-field 
compared to D-SLRs.  The increased depth-of-field 
of smaller format cameras is both good and bad, 
depending on your perspective and what you are 
trying to achieve with your photographs.

The advantages of small-sensor cameras: Increased 
depth-of-field makes it easier to photograph 
situations in which  everything is sharp (in focus).  
This is especially valuable when shooting hand-held 
cinéma-vérité, deep focus interiors or landscapes, or 
when doing macro (extreme close up) photography in 
which depth-of-field is critically shallow no mater 
what because you’re so close to the subject.

The disadvantages of small-sensor cameras: The 
increased depth-of-field of smaller format cameras 
makes it more difficult to blur backgrounds that are 
close to the subject, for example, when shooting an 
interview or an object for which you want separation 
from the background elements, it’s difficult to have a 
blurred background unless you back up and shoot 
with the zoom lens in telephoto.

Why does sensor size affect depth-of-field? When 
you compare cameras with different size image 
sensors, the camera with the smaller sensor, the 
camera with the smaller sensor will require  a lens 
with a smaller focal length (or would need to be 
placed further away from the subject). This is 
necessary in order for the two cameras to produce the 
same photograph, in other words, produce an image 
with the same field-of-view or magnification. The 

shorter the focal length, the greater the the 
depth-of-field.

Thus, when you compare the depth-of-field of a large 
sensor camera with a small sensor camera, for any 
given field-of-view (what part of the world appears in 
the photograph), the camera with the smaller sensor 
will require a shorter focal length lens (a wider angle 
lens) and thus the image will have greater depth of 
field.

Technical resources
This  handout is just a starting point and is not 
intended as a substitute for the following technical 
resources which were mentioned at the start of the 
document:

• AG-HPX170 Operating Instructions manual 
direct from Panasonic. Page number references in 
this handout refer to this document 
(S0808K1088-M).

• The HPX Book by Barry Green provides a 
detailed reference guide for this camera (similar 
books are available for other cameras). This book 
and CD covers all of the features, settings, 
modes, workflow options, and explains when and 
why you’ll want to use each setting for the best 
results. The book is jam-packed with 
illustrations. Barry has been writing about 
Panasonic cameras since the introduction of the 
classic DVX100 and is a respected authority on 
these cameras.

For ongoing study and problem solving, the 
following online forums are quite valuable and you’ll 
find lots of HPX170 users happy to help you. It’s a 
good idea to search for answers prior to posting 
questions on these forums:

• DVinfo.net is an excellent online discussion 
forum for information about this camera as well 
as editing the footage you shot with it. 

• Creative Cow is another popular online forum 
chock full of useful information.
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Glossary
Is there a term you looked up here and did not find? 
Let me know and I’ll add it to future editions! 
Contact me via http://kino-eye.com/contact/

24p, 30p. Two formats of progressive video, 24 and 
30 frames per second, respectively. See Progressive 
Scan, See also 24pN, 30pN, and 24pA.

24pA. A video format that encodes a 24pN video 
stream as interlaced video at 60 fields per second 
(60i). This method was originally developed so that 
24p video could be recorded using 60i videotape 
recording systems and play back in standard video 
equipment. A 24pA aware editing system or 
conversion software can reconstitute the 24p video 
from the 60i video stream. The translation is 
illustrated below. See 3:2 Pulldown.

3:2 Pulldown. A technique used to convert 24 
frames per second film to 30 frames per second video. 
Every other film frame is converted to 3 video fields 
resulting in a sequence of 3 fields, 2 fields, 3 fields, 2 
fields, etc. as illustrated above. See Progressive Scan.

360-degree pan. A panning shot which turns 
around a full circle. See Pan.

4x3. The aspect ratio of standard television, as 
opposed to the 16x9 aspect ratio of high definition 
television, a.k.a.1.33: 1.

16x9. The aspect ratio of wide screen television (may 
be either standard or high definition) as opposed to 
the 4x3 aspect ratio of standard television. Sometimes 
referred to as 1.77: 1 or 1.78:1.

3-Chip. A term used to describe prosumer and 
professional cameras that use three separate CCD or 

CMOS sensors, one for the red channel (with a red 
filter), one for green (with a green filter), and the 
third for blue (with a blue filter) as opposed to using 
a single sensor with a Bayer pattern.

60i. Interlaced video with 60 fields per second (30 
frames per second). See Interlace Scan.

Access. The key ingredient for a good documentary: 
access to the subject and their social milieu. 

 Aerial shot. An overhead shot, usually taken from a 
helicopter or airplane or some clever contraption 
involving wires. Can also refer to any high angle view 
of a subject taken from a crane or any high stationary 
position.

Aliasing. Defects in the picture caused by too low of 
a sampling frequency or poor filtering. Usually seen 
as jaggies or stair steps in diagonal lines. Aliasing also 
can occur in the temporal domain, for example, as 
wagon wheels moving backward or slower than the 
wagon is moving, due to the frame rate of the camera 
vs. the speed of the wheel. Any undesirable distortion 
of image or sound that is a result of less than perfect 
digital encoding can be considered aliasing.    

Analog. A signal that varies continuously in relation 
to some reference. In contrast, a digital signal varies 
in discreet steps.

Anamorphic lens. A lens that allows a wide image 
to be photographed on a standard-sized frame. For 
example, anamorphic lenses are available for the 
Panasonic DVX100 (and several other video cameras) 
which allows the use of the full 4x3 video frame when 
shooting 16x9 video. The anamorphic lens essentially 
takes a 16x9 image and squeezes it into a 4x3 frame. 
In video terms this is often called “squeeze” or 
anamorphic video.

Angle. See Camera angle.

Angle of view. The angle of acceptance of a lens 
which depends on the focal length of the lens and the 
camera aperture (related to the size of the imaging 
device or film frame). Wide angle lenses have a wide 
angle of view (and a short focal length), telephoto 
lenses have  a narrow angle of view (and a long focal 
length).

Anti-aliasing. The process of removing aliasing 
artifacts. For example, adding vertical blur to an 
interlaced video image, which assures that any fine 
detail straddle more than one line, prevents “line 
jitter” on an interlaced display.

Aperture. An adjustable opening (iris) in a camera 
lens that controls the amount of light passing 
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through a lens, often expressed as an f-number (a 
ratio of the opening and the focal length of the lens). 
The aperture has an effect on depth of field. Wide 
openings (e.g. f/2.8) result in shallow depth of field, 
smaller openings (e.g. f/11) result in greater depth of 
field. Thus the aperture affects both the exposure and 
the depth of field.

Artifact. A visual effect caused by an error or 
limitation in the image capture, storage, or 
reproduction system, or a combination of them.

 Aspect ratio. The ratio of the horizontal dimension 
to the vertical dimension of a frame. 35mm films are 
typically shot with an aspect ratio of 1.85: 1 or 2.35:1 
(cinemascope), widescreen video is 1.78:1 (16x9), 
standard video and 16mm film is 1.33:1 (4x3).

ATV. Advanced Television. An acronym for the new 
digital television standards. See HDTV.

ATSC. Advanced Television Systems Committee. The 
standards organization that recommended the new 
digital television standards to the FCC.

Automatic Gain Control (AGC). An audio circuit 
that in which the signal level is adjusted to an 
appropriate level to prevent clipping (and thus 
distortion). The disadvantage of AGC is that when 
recording a mix of quiet and loud signals, the AGC 
will tend to make the quiet passages louder and the 
loud passages quieter, compressing the dynamic range 
as well as recording an audible pumping up and 
down of the noise level (higher with quiet signals and 
softer with louder signals). Therefore, professionals 
prefer to set audio levels manually using a 
peak-reading meter and use a limiter for those 
unexpected peaks. This is how audio is set with the 
DVX100, which offers a limiter, but not AGC. See 
Limiter.

Automatic white balance. A circuit in a video 
camera that attempts to adjust the white balance 
automatically. See White Balance.

AVCHD (Advanced Video Coding, HD). An 
inter-frame video codec widely used among HD 
consumer cameras that shoot to some variation of 
tapeless media (flash card, hard drive, etc). In most 
cases it has to be transcoded to an intermediate 
format for editing (e.g. Apple Intermediate Codec or 
ProRes 422) since it’s very difficult to edit directly. 
See H.264, Codec, Compression, Inter-frame 
compression.

B-roll. Shots in a documentary that are used to 
illustrate what an interviewee is talking about or to 
cover breaks in an interview. Often used to refer to 

the footage that is shot for the purpose of using later 
as cut-away shots. See Cut-away shot.

Balanced signal. An audio circuit with 3 wires, two 
carry the signal, and the third provides the ground. 
Compared to unbalanced circuit using a single signal 
wire and a ground, balanced signals are much less 
susceptible to picking up interference. Therefore, 
professional sound recording equipment is usually 
designed to work with balanced wiring. While XLRs 
are the most widely used connectors with balanced 
wiring, a particular connector does not guarantee the 
existence of balanced wiring. Better camcorders 
provided balanced XLR connectors for audio input 
and offer a choice of Line or Microphone level input.

Bandwidth. The amount of information that can be 
passed through a system at a given time. Typically, 
the greater the bandwidth the better the image or 
audio quality, however, the compression techniques 
(if any) used also influence this, since some 
compression formats allow for a reduction of 
bandwidth while maintaining very similar image 
quality, for example, H.264 vs. MPEG-2.

Bayer pattern (a.k.a. Bayer mosaic). A color filter 
array for arranging RGB color filters on a square grid 
of CMOS or CCD photo sensors used in most 
single-chip digital image sensors in digital still and 
video cameras. The filter pattern is 50% green, 25% 
red and 25% blue and is sometimes referred to as 
GRGB or RGGB.

Bird's eye view. See Overhead shot.    

Bit. 1. A single element (1 or 0) of digital 
representation of information. 2. A minor role in 
which an actor may speak only a few lines of dialog. 
Also known as a bit part.    

Bit rate. The amount of data transported in a given 
amount of time, usually defined in Mega (Million) 
bits per second (Mbps). Bit rate is one way to define 
the amount of compression used on a video signal. 
Uncompressed standard definition video has a bit 
rate of 270 Mbps. The DV and HDV video standards 
have a bit rate to 25 Mbps.

Broadcast quality. An nebulous term used by 
marketing people to describe video products in a 
manner that’s more appealing.

Camera angle. The position of the camera in 
relation to the subject during filming. It may be 
straight (eye-level shot), tilted up at the subject 
(low-angle shot), tilted down at the subject 
(high-angle shot), or tilted off the vertical axis to 
either side (Dutch-angle shot).
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Camera movement. Any movement of the camera 
during a shot, such as panning, tilting, dollying, 
tracking, etc.

Camera log. A sheet used to keep track of 
information about scenes or shots on a particular tape 
or memory card.

Camera speed. The rate at which film is run 
through a motion picture camera in frames per 
second (fps). The normal speed for sound film 
recording is 24 fps. Video cameras that simulate film 
shooting at 24 fps use the same terms as film cameras 
to describe the camera speed. See also Overcrank and 
Undercrank.

Canted frame. See Dutch angle.

Capture. The act of transferring digital video 
material from a camera into a non-linear editing 
system. When tapeless cameras are used, the term 
ingest, transfer, or import are often used.

CCD (Charge-Coupled Device). A semiconductor 
sensor that produces an electrical charge in response 
to photons of light energy falling on the surface that 
is widely used in the design of video and still cameras. 
See also CMOS.

Chrominance (a.k.a. Chroma). The color 
component of a video signal. See Luminance.

Cinéma vérité. In French, literally, “cinema truth.” 
A style of documentary filmmaking in which the 
filmmaker captures real people in real situations with 
spontaneous use of hand-held camera, naturalistic 
sound recording, and with participation on the part 
of the filmmaker, for example, Chronicle of a Summer 
(1961, Jean Rouch & Edgar Morin, French title: 
Chronique d'un été). Also called direct cinema, 
however, direct cinema sometimes refers to a 
different style that was dominant in the United States 
in the 1960s and differs in terms much less filmmaker 
involvement, for example, Salesman (1968, Albert & 
David Maysles).

Cinematographer. The person responsible for the 
camera work and lighting in a film. Sometimes the 
term is used even though the medium in use is video. 
Also called a lighting cameraman or director of 
photography.

Clipping. When an input signal exceeds the 
capability the equipment to reproduce the signal, 
clipping occurs. In an analog recording system the 
results are audible distortion, however, in a digital 
system you end up with incomprehensible noise.

Close-up (CU). A close view of a person or object 
which features details isolated from their 
surroundings. A close-up of a person typically only 
shows their head.

CMOS (Complementary Metal–Oxide–
Semiconductor). A technology used for making video 
and still camera image sensors that consume less 
power and are less expensive compared to CCDs. See 
CCD.

Codec. The particular image processing technology 
used to compress video into a compact format 
suitable for storage on a digital medium (and also to 
decompress it prior to playback) is called a codecs 
(for compressor / decompressor). In a nutshell there 
are two major flavors of codecs, intra-frame and 
inter-frame. See also compression, intra-frame, 
inter-frame.

Component video. A video signal in which the 
Luminance and Chrominance signals are kept 
separate. This requires a higher bandwidth, but yields 
a higher quality picture.

Composite video. The luminance and chrominance 
signals are combined in an encoder to create the 
common standard definition NTSC, PAL or 
SECAM video signals. Typically the format that 
comes out of a P2 consumer VCR or camera 
(connector RCA connector color-coded with yellow). 
Essentially a form of analog video compression to 
allow the economical broadcasting of video.

Compression. The process of reducing the amount 
of digital information required to represent an image. 
This is usually accomplished by throwing out 
redundant information, or doing sophisticated 
calculations to represent portions of the image in a 
manner that they can be reconstructed with minimal 
amounts of data. Compression techniques using 
DCT techniques simply throw out redundant 
information, other techniques like MPEG-2 and 
H.264 use more sophisticated analysis, modeling, and 
reconstruction techniques. See also Codec, 
inter-frame, intra-frame.

Compression ratio. The ratio of the amount of data 
in the original video compared to the amount of data 
in the compressed video. The higher the ratio the 
greater the compression.

Coverage. Additional and more detailed shots which 
are intended to be intercut with a master shot or 
scene. Typically involves shots and their respective 
reverse-shots in a dialog scene, along with inserts and 
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possibly a two-shot, and any additional shots that will 
help the editor construct the scene.

Crane shot. A shot taken from a crane or large 
mechanical arm that moves the camera and its 
operator smoothly and noiselessly in any direction. 
See also Jib arm.

CRT. Cathode Ray Tube. The technical name for a 
glass video picture tube. LCD flat panel displays have 
all but replaced them, and most manufacturers have 
stopped making them for environmental and cost 
reasons, but some colorists and cinematographers still 
prefer to evaluate images on “glass” monitors with 
SMPTE-C/EBU phosphors, providing accurate 
color, tonal range, and solid black. In spite of the 
image quality of professional CRTs, their time is 
slowly coming to an end as LCD monitors improve 
rapidly and professional LCD monitors are now 
available that allow for accurate color grading and 
offer a weight, cost, and environmental advantage 
over old CRTs.

Curtain. Placing a conventional 4:3 video image 
within a wide screen image (typically 16x9) in a 
frame by placing black bands at the left and right of 
the screen. See Letterbox.

Cutaway. A shot of an image or action in a film 
which is not part of the main action, sometimes used 
to cover breaks in a scene's continuity. In 
documentary often called “B-roll.”

Dailies. In film production the first positive prints or 
video transfer made by the laboratory from the 
negative shot on the previous day. Also known as 
rushes. It can also mean on a video production the 
video shot the same day when it’s watched at the end 
of the day. 

Deep-focus cinematography. A cinematographic 
technique which keeps objects in a shot clearly 
focused from close-up range to infinity. Involves the 
use of wide lenses and small apertures. Citizen Kane 
contains some wonderful examples of deep focus 
cinematography.

Depth of field. In a nutshell, the range in front of 
the camera lens within which objects appear in sharp 
focus. The size of the sensor used in the camera 
affects the depth-of-field. Smaller format cameras like 
the 1/3-in. HVX170 produce images with a lot of 
depth-of-field. On the other hand, D-SLRs and 
digital cinema cameras, due to their large sensor size, 
make it easier to produce images with shallow depth 
of field. In other words, to produce shallow depth of 
field shots with the HPX170, you’ll have to set the 

zoom lens to a long telephoto setting and back up a 
great distance. On the other hand, with a large sensor 
camera you can shoot at a normal distance from your 
subject and achieve shallower depth of field. 

Diagonal. A shot where the camera pivots both 
horizontally and vertically, a combination of 

DCT. Discrete Cosine Transform. A widely used 
method of video compression. The technique is 
employed in formats like DV and DVPRO HD. 
DCT requires more space than formats like 
MPEG-2, however, it exhibits significantly fewer 
artifacts.

Digital. A representation format in which data is 
translated into a series of ones and zeros. Numerical 
data (base 10) is translated into binary numbers (base 
2). Symbolic data is translated according to codes (for 
example, the ASCII code system assigns binary 
numbers to characters so they can be encoded 
digitally). Audio and images are sampled. See also 
sample, sampling rate.

Digital Image Stabilization. See Electronic Image 
Stabilization.

Digital recording. A method of recording video (or 
audio) in which samples of the original analog signal 
are encoded on tape or a file as binary information 
for storage and retrieval. Unlike analog recordings, 
digital video (or audio) can be copied repeatedly 
without degradation.

Digitizing. The act of taking analog video and 
converting it to digital form. The term is often used 
synonymously with ingest or capture, which is the 
process of transferring a digital video format into a 
non-linear editing system (it’s already digital, so you 
are simply capturing or ingesting, you’re not actually 
digitizing).
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Direct cinema. See Cinéma vérité.

Distortion. The addition of artifacts to the original 
audio signal appearing in the output which was not 
present in the input.

Documentary. A non-fiction film, usually 
photographed using actual people in real locations 
rather than with actors and a scripted stories. Defined 
by John Grierson as “the creative treatment of 
actuality,” a definition that allows for a wide range of 
films to fall under the definition, which has always 
been a source of debate among filmmakers, viewers, 
and theoreticians.

Dogme 95. An avant-garde filmmaking movement 
started in 1995 by directors Lars von Trier and 
Thomas Vinterberg with the signing of the Dogme 
95 Manifesto and the “Vow of Chastity”. The goal of 
the Dogme collective was to purify filmmaking by 
refusing expensive and spectacular special effects, 
postproduction modifications and other gimmicks. 
More information may be found on the official 
Dogme 95 web site at: http://www.dogme95.dk/

Dolly shot. See Tracking shot.

Doorway dolly. A versatile plywood dolly with four 
soft tires which is narrow enough to fit through a 
doorway. On big features it is used to transport 
equipment and cables, on smaller productions it is 
used as a camera dolly with the camera placed on a 
tripod which in turn sits on the plywood platform. 
The four soft tires can be replaced with track wheels 
allowing the doorway dolly to operate on standard 
track. Panther has developed a version of the doorway 
dolly called the briefcase dolly that folds up into a 
smaller unit for easier transport.

Double exposure. The superimposition of two or 
more images. Also called multiple exposure. With 
film it is achieved with multiple exposures.

Double-system sound. The technique of recording 
sound and image using separate recording devices. In 
film production this is the normal methodology since 
film camera can’t record sound, however, it is 
sometimes used in video as well when mobility is 
required by the sound recordist who may want to 
avoid running wires to feed the video camera with the 
audio signal.

Drop Frame (DF). A system of time code generation 
that adjusts the generated data every minute by 
skipping frames as it counts up (not dropping video 
frames, only the time code numbers) in order to 
compensate for the spread of the NTSC television 
system running at 29.97 frames per second. 

Otherwise, the running time code would not match 
real time. Non-Drop Frame (NDF) time code refers 
to time code that does not drop numbers and 
therefore does not align with real-time.

Drop out. Loss of a portion of an audio or video 
signal, usually caused by an imperfection in the tape’s 
coating or dirt covering a portion of the tape. HDV, 
due to its long GOP format is particularly susceptible 
to drop outs because an drop out is likely to affect 
multiple frames. Hi8 was a format notorious for drop 
outs. While an artifact that may still occur with 
memory card cameras for other reasons, it’s become a 
very rare artifact when recording on solid state media.

D-SLR (Digital Single Lens Reflex). Among 
videographers, refers to digital still single-lens-reflex 
cameras capable of shooting video. In the past two 
years professional SLR still cameras have added video 
recording capability, offering a serious challenge to 
video cameras. Videographers praise the images due 
to the shallower depth of field made possible by the 
use of a much larger imager chip compared to 
prosumer video cameras. Current digital SLR models 
use one of three sensor sizes: 1. Four Thirds, 17.3mm 
by 13mm, developed by Olympus and Kodak and 
available in Olympus and Panasonic D-SLRs; 2. APS, 
varies from 14mm by 21mm to 16mm by 24mm, 
approximately the size of one of the various APS film 
formats, most digital SLRs have imagers in this size, 
including most Nikon, Sony and Canon (e.g 
EOS-7D) models; and 3. 35mm-film format, 24mm 
by 36mm, a.k.a. full frame, a sensor the same size as a 
35mm frame, cameras with these large sensors are 
expensive, however, they provide the shallow depth 
of field “film look” that many filmmakers prefer, 
available in cameras from Nikon and Canon (e.g. 
EOS-5D).

DTV. Digital Television. Another acronym for the 
new digital television standards. See HDTV.

Dutch-angle. A tilted camera angle obliquely 
slanted to the frame's vertical axis so that the 
horizontal frame line is not parallel to the horizon. 
Also called an oblique angle shot or a canted frame.                

DV (Digital Video). A digital video format developed 
by Sony, Panasonic, and JVC using a small tape that 
became a widely used standard among consumers., 
artists, and documentary videomakers. The DV 
specification (IEC 61834) defines both the codec and 
tape format. The intraframe DCT codec with a bit 
rate of 25 Mbit/sec provides good image quality and 
simplified editing. DV cameras are easy to connect to 
non-linear editing systems via a FireWire (IEEE 
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1394) interface. Unlike Hi8, which was notorious for 
video dropouts, DV provided excellent image and 
audio quality acceptable for video documentaries 
intended for broadcast and theatrical distribution. 
Sony also introduced DVCAM which uses a wider 
track pitch for increased reliability. While still a 
viable format for web video and teaching video, 
documentary filmmakers are rapidly moving to HD 
formats since the cost of HD cameras has dropped 
precipitously and demand for HD material is high 
and HD is a more “future-proof” format. See also 
HDV, DVCPRO HD, AVCHD.

DVCPRO HD. A digital video format developed by 
Panasonic using an intra-frame DCT codec with a 
higher bit rate than HDV. The format down-samples 
HD, i.e., 1280 x 720 is stored as 960 x 720 and 1920 
x 1080 is stored as 1280 x 1080. In spite of not being 
“full HD” the format looks pretty good due to not 
using intra-frame compression techniques and is also 
very easy to edit with because it does not require the 
intensive processing necessary to decode inter-frame 
codecs like AVCHD. Essentially the HD replacement 
for DV among Panasonic’s prosumer camera line.

Dynamic range. The difference in decibels between 
the loudest and quietest portions of audio that a 
system is capable of processing.

Electronic Image Stabilization. A technique in 
which the video image is shifted frame to frame, 
enough to compensate for the motion due to camera 
shake. It uses pixels outside the border of the visible 
frame to provide a buffer for the motion. The quality 
is not as good as Optical techniques. See also Optical 
Image Stabilization.

Establishing shot. A camera shot, usually a long 
shot, which identifies, or establishes, the location of a 
scene.

Ethnographic film. An anthropological film that 
records and perhaps comments on a group of people 
and their culture of which the filmmaker is not a part 
of.

Experimental film. A film made in a style different 
from, and often in opposition to, mainstream 
narrative and documentary filmmaking. Often 
connected with one of the avant-garde movements, 
however, it’s possible to make experimental films 
outside of a specific cultural or artistic movement. 
Most often made independently and place emphasis 
on phenomenological experience and/or the intrinsic 
qualities of the medium.

Exposure index (E.I.). Film sensitivity denoted as a 
number, for example, EI 100 is relatively slow film, 
EI 800 is relatively fast film. often used to express 
sensitivity of a video camera but the comparison in 
tenuous. Also referred to as ISO, the initials of the 
International Organization for Standardization that 
sets standards for photographic and digital cameras.

Extreme close-up (XCU). A very close view of a 
person or object which features specific details. An 
extreme close-up of a person typically shows only 
their eyes or mouth. 

Extreme long shot (XLS). A panoramic view of a 
scene, photographed from a great distance.

Eye line match. Editing shots that are aligned, or 
matched to suggest that two characters in separate 
shots are looking at each other.

Fast motion. Shots photographed slower than the 
standard speed of 24 fps so that the action on the 
screen appears faster than normal when projected at 
standard speed. See Slow motion, Under-cranked, 
Over-cranked.

Field. One half of a complete video image (frame), 
containing all the odd or even scanning lines of the 
image. See also Interlace, Frame.

Filter. A piece of glass fitted in front of a camera lens 
to control the color or quality of light entering the 
camera.

FireWire. A fast data interconnection standard 
originally developed by Apple, also known by the 
standards designation IEEE 1394 or i.Link, Sony’s 
brand name for the same thing. FireWire is used for 
connecting cameras and external hard disks to a 
computer. There are two flavors: FireWire 400 
(capable of 400 MB/sec) that uses either a 4-pin 
connector (without power) or a 6-pin connector 
(with power);  FireWire 800 (capable of 800 MB/sec) 
that uses a 9-pin connector (with power). Cameras 
that support FireWire may have either a 4-pin or 
6-pin connector, but don’t provide power. For 
external hard drives, FireWire 800 provides improved 
data transfer performance and is favored by video 
editors who want the best performance. All DV and 
HDV cameras have a FireWire connector. The new 
generation of tapeless cameras may use either a 
FireWire or USB connector, with USB growing in 
favor.

First-person shot. See point-of-view shot. 
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Fisheye lens. An extreme wide-angle lens that 
distorts the image so that straight lines appear 
rounded at the edges of the frame.

Flicker. The alternation of light and dark which can 
be visually perceived.

Focus pull. The process of refocusing a lens during a 
shot in order to keep a subject in focus or to change 
the subject of attention.

Focal length. The distance from the center of the 
lens to the point on the film plane where light rays 
meet in sharp focus. A wide-angle lens has a short 
focal length; a telephoto lens has a long focal length. 

Focus. The sharpness or definition of a film image. 

Following shot. A shot in which the camera pans or 
travels to keep a moving figure or object within the 
frame. 

Footage. 1. Exposed film stock. 2. Recorded video 
tape.

Format. The video codec, resolution, and frame rate 
used for a production. For example, DVCPRO HD 
720/24p (1280 x 720 progressive scan at 24 frames 
per second using the DVCPRO HD video codec).

Frame. 1. An individual photograph recorded on 
motion picture film. The outside edges of a film 
image on the screen. 2. One complete video image, 
or two video fields. There are 30 frames in one second 
of NTSC video. Also a single video or film image. See 
also Interlace, Field.

Frame rate. The number of individual frames per 
second (fps), for example, traditional film is shot at 
24fps while video is typically 30fps. A lower frame 
rate would not provide smooth motion. These 
standard frame-rates are an attempt to balance the 
need for smother motion (the higher the frame rate, 
the better) with storage efficiency (the lower the 
frame rate, the better).

Framing. The visual composition of a shot within 
the frame. 

Frequency. The number of times a signal vibrates 
per second. Expressed in Hertz (Hz), which is the 
number of cycles per second.

Full shot. A long shot that includes the human body 
“in full” within the frame. 

Gain. The ratio, expressed in decibels (dB), of the 
signal level at the output of an audio device to the 
signal level at its input. 

Gaffer’s tape. A strong cloth-based tape with a 
special adhesive that does not leave behind any 
residue when carefully “peeled” off surfaces. Not to 
be confused with duct tape which leaves a sticky mess 
behind.

Gigabyte. 1 Billion bytes.

Gray Card. A gray-colored card that reflects a known 
and uniform amount of the light, 18% gray. Used as 
a reference to set exposure and calibrate light meters. 
In typical usage, 18% grey corresponds to 50% (or 
50 IRE) in terms of video exposure.

Hand-held camera. A shot where a camera 
operator, rather than a tripod or a mechanical device, 
supports and moves the camera during filming. 

H.264 (a.k.a. AVC (Advanced Video Coding), 
MPEG-4 Part 10) is a high quality and efficient (yet 
computer intensive) form of video compression used 
in Blu-ray Disc and web video services like YouTube 
and the iTunes Store. Due to its efficiency, it is being 
used by a growing number of tapeless cameras for 
storage of HD videos on P2 cards.

HDTV. High Definition Television. A television 
format with a aspect ratio of 16x9 (as opposed to the 
classic 4x3) and higher resolution. Rather than a 
single HDTV standard the FCC approved several 
different standards, allowing broadcasters to choose 
which to use. This means that HDTV television have 
to support all of them. All of the systems are 
broadcast as component digital. The New 
HDTV/SDTV standards include: HDTV 1920 x 
1080 @ 30i or 30p or 24p frame rate with a 16 x 9 
aspect ratio; HDTV 1280 x 720 @ 60p, 30p, 24p 
frame rate with a 16 x 9 aspect ratio; SDTV 720 x 
483 @ 60p, 30p, 24p frame rate with a 16 x 9 aspect 
ratio; SDTV 640 x 480 @ 30i with a 4 x 3 aspect 
ratio (i = interlaced, p = progressive, scan).

HDV. A consumer-oriented high-definition video 
format using MiniDV tapes which differs from DV 
in that it uses MPEG-2 inter-frame compression in 
order to encode the higher resolution needed for HD 
at the same bit rate as DV using the same tape. The 
use of a MPEG-2 long GOP inter-frame compression 
can sometimes produce motion artifacts. HDV also 
complicates the editing process since inter-frame 
compression requires significantly more processing 
power than DV since editing systems have to 
reconstruct intermediate frames computationally. 
HDV has been widely adopted by both consumer 
and professional users who need to work with a small 
and portable camera but want to produce shows that 
are compatible with the newer high definition video 
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standard. HDV does not implement full-resolution 
high definition, instead it records at 1440 lines (full 
HD is 1920 lines). See also AVCHD, XDCAM EX, 
and DVCPRO HD.

Hertz (Hz). A unit for specifying the frequency of a 
signal, formerly called cycles per second (cps).

High-angle shot (H/A). A shot where the camera is 
tilted down at the subject. 

In-camera editing. Editing done within the camera 
itself by selectively starting and stopping the camera 
for each shot. 

Independent film. Any motion picture produced 
outside of a commercial film studio. The term applies 
generally to avant-garde, experimental, or 
underground, narrative, and documentary films made 
outside of the Hollywood establishment. Often the 
term implies independent vision as well as 
independent financing.

Intra-frame compression. Also called I-frame, with 
this compression technique each frame (the 
individual pictures that make up a movie) is 
compressed separately. In other words, the video is 
stored as a series of discrete pictures, and the 
compressor deals with each frame independently of 
the others around it. Intra-frame techniques are 
usually preferable to inter-frame for editing, since it is 
easier for the computer to decompress frames while 
editing, but it also produces bigger file sizes and thus 
may require a more hard drive storage to work with. 
Examples of intra-frame formats include: DV, as well 
as DVCPRO, DVCPRO HD, and ProRes 422. See 
also Compression, Codec.

Inter-frame compression. When a codec uses an 
inter-frame compression technique the frames are not 
only compressed individually, but each frame relies 
on the frames around it in order to determine the 
most efficient way to encode the video. The codec 
typically looks at one frame, then looks at the next to 
see what’s changed, and records only the changes 
instead of the whole frame. Inter-frame is often used 
by cameras to fit more footage onto the recording 
media (a tape, card, or hard disk), but is more 
difficult to edit with, as the computer has to work 
harder at decoding the frames. While less storage is 
required, more computational power is required, and 
therefore when editing inter-frame codecs newer, 
faster computers are required. Examples of 
inter-frame codecs include: MPEG-2, H.264, 
AVCHD (H.264 codec, currently used in several 
tapeless cameras like the Canon VIXIA series), and 

HDV (MPEG-2 codec). See also Codec, 
Compression.

Interlaced scan video. A process in which the 
picture is split into two fields by sending all the odd 
numbered lines to field one and all the even 
numbered lines to field two. Field one is then 
displayed first, followed by field 2. This process was 
necessary in the early days of television broadcast 
when there was not enough bandwidth within a 
single television channel to send a complete frame 
fast enough to create a non-flickering image. Interlace 
introduces a problem called interline twitter in which 
areas with fine vertical detail will have a “twittering” 
motion. Another artifact is “stair-stepping” on 
diagonals. These artifacts are among the reasons 
professionals prefer to shoot progressive video 
formats. See also Field, Frame, Progressive scan 
video.

Jump cut. An abrupt transition between shots which 
disrupts (often deliberately) the continuity of time or 
space within a scene. When cuts are made between 
shots that don’t have at least a 30˚ angle change, they 
appear more as jumps rather than seamless cuts. 
Jean-Luc Godard’s Breathless introduced a whole 
new way of thinking about the jump-cut.

Kilobyte. One thousand bytes. Actually 1,024 bytes 
because computer storage is measured using base 2 
(binary) number system with each digit’s value based 
on a power of 2 (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 
512, 1,024) rather than base 10 based on powers of 
10 (1, 10, 100, 1,000) which is our everyday number 
system.

LCD. A solid state technology used for image display. 
See CRT.

Lens. An assembly of several pieces of precision 
ground glass through which light rays are focused to 
create an image on film or imaging device. See 
normal lens, telephoto lens, wide-angle lens, zoom 
lens. 

Lens aperture. See Aperture. 

Letterbox. Placing a wide screen image (e.g. 16x9, 
1;85:1, or scope) within a conventional (4x3) frame 
by placing black bands at the top and bottom of the 
screen. See Curtain.

Limiter. A limiter is a type of audio compressor that 
limits the level of the audio signal to a particular 
threshold. A limiter prevents any additional gain 
above the threshold, protecting you against 
occasional signal peaks (that cause clipping and 
distortion). See also Automatic Gain Control.
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Line level. In most cases, prosumer cameras provide 
a choice of microphone or line level audio inputs. 
Line level denotes the strength of an audio signal 
used to transmit analog sound between audio 
components such as a mixer and a video camera. In 
contrast microphone level signals are much weaker. 
Line level is less susceptible to interference compared 
to microphone levels. See microphone level.

Long shot (LS). A shot that shows a fairly wide view 
of a subject within its setting. A long shot of a person 
typically includes his entire body and much of his 
surroundings. 

Long take. A take (shot) of lengthy duration. 

Low-angle shot (L/A). A shot in which the camera 
is tilted up at the subject. 

Luminance. 1. A measure of brightness. 2. The 
portion of a video signal that encodes brightness 
information (not color). See Chrominance.

Masking. Blocking out part of an image, usually at 
the edges of the frame, thus altering the size or the 
shape of the frame projected on the screen. See 
Curtains, Letterbox. 

Master shot. A single shot, usually a long shot or a 
full shot, which provides an overview of the action in 
a scene. 

Megabyte. 1 million bytes.

Medium shot (MS). A relatively close shot that 
shows part of a person or object in some detail. A 
medium shot of a person typically shows their upper 
body only.

Microphone level. In most cases, prosumer cameras 
provide a choice of microphone or line level audio 
inputs. Microphone level denotes the strength of an 
audio signal used to transmit analog sound between a 
microphone and a video camera. In contrast line level 
signals are much stronger. Microphone level signals 
are more susceptible to interference compared to line 
levels. See line level.

MPEG.  Moving Picture Experts Group. A standard 
for compressing  moving pictures. MPEG-1 uses a 
data rate of 1.2 Mbps (Mega Bits per Second), the 
speed of CD-ROM. MPEG-2 supports much higher 
quality with a data rate (a.k.a. bit rate) from 2 to 10 
Mpbs. MPEG-2 is the format specified in the DVD 
standard and is also used as a camera recording 
format (e.g. HDV). MPEG-4 is a lower data rate 
version used for web video and mobile devices. For 
web video, the H.264 codec within a MPEG-4 
wrapper is widely used.

NTSC. National Television Standards Committee. 
The analog broadcast television and video standard in 
use in the United States. NTSC broadcast is 
scheduled to be turned off in 2009. Consists of 525 
horizontal lines at a field rate of 60 fields per second. 
(Two fields equals one complete Frame). Only 487 of 
these lines are used for picture. The rest are used for 
sync or extra information such as VITC and Closed 
Captioning.

Normal lens. A camera lens that shows a subject 
without significantly exaggerating or reducing depth 
of field in a shot. Neither wide nor telephoto, 
typically has a 45 degree or so angle of view.

NXCAM. A high definition video format used by 
some Sony cameras, capable of recording up to 
24Mbps AVCHD, a higher-quality alternative to the 
tape-based HDV format.

Oblique angle. See Dutch angle. 

Off-screen space. Space beyond the camera's field 
of view which nevertheless the audience is aware of. 

On location. Also called shooting on location. See 
location shooting. 

Optical Image Stabilization (OIS). A technique for 
eliminating some of the shake from hand-held 
shooting by compensating for the angular pan and 
tilt movement of the camera. In most 
implementations, it works by using a special lens 
element that moves orthogonally to the optical axis of 
the lens using electromagnets. Camera vibration is 
detected by piezoelectric gyroscopic sensors, one 
detects horizontal movement and the other to detects 
vertical movement. Various vendors use a trade name 
for OIS, for example, Sony calls it Super Steady 
Shot.See also Electronic Image Stabilization. 

Out-take. Any footage deleted from a film during 
editing; more specifically, a shot or scene that is 
removed from a film before the final cut. 

Overcrank. To run film stock through the camera 
faster than the standard speed of 24 fps, producing 
slow motion on the screen when the film is projected 
at standard speed.  Also used to describe the 
analogous effect in a video camera. See Undercrank. 

Overhead shot. A shot photographed from directly 
overhead, a.k.a. bird's eye view.

P2. A solid-state memory card format used in 
Panasonic’s tapeless professional and prosumer 
cameras. Standard P2 cards are available in 16GB, 
32GB, and 64GB capacity. They are more expensive 
than CF and SD cards with the same capacity due to 
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the high-reliability, rugged, and high-data 
throughput of the P2 design.

PAL. Phase Alternating Line. The standard definition 
television and video standard in most of Europe. 
Consists of 625 horizontal lines at a field rate of 50 
fields per second. (Two fields equals one complete 
Frame). Only 576 of these lines are used for picture. 
The rest are used for sync or extra information such 
as VITC and Closed Captioning.

Pan. Short for “panorama.” A shot where the camera 
pivots horizontally, turning from left to right or from 
right to left. Also called panning shot.

Petabyte. 1,000 Terabytes, or 1 million Gigabytes. 
Today Terabyte drives are common, someday…

Phantom power. A technique for providing power 
to condenser microphones through the same wire the 
audio signal travels through. Most professional 
condenser microphones require +48V phantom 
power, which is a feature of many prosumer video 
cameras..

Pixel. Picture Element. The basic unit from which a 
digital image is made. Essentially a dot with a given 
color and brightness value. High Definition video 
images are 1920 x 1080 pixels.

Plug-in Power. A consumer version of Phantom 
power. Most Sony camcorders with a microphone 
input and some audio recorders like the M-Audio 
Microtrack and Roland R-09 HR provide plug-in 
power in order to power a number of consumer and 
pro-sumer condenser microphones. Unlike 
professional Phantom Power, compatibility among 
cameras, recorders, and microphones is not universal. 
See Phantom Power.

Point-of-view shot (POV). A shot taken from the 
vantage point of a character in a film. Also called a 
first-person shot or subjective camera. 

Pull focus. To change the focus of a lens during a 
shot in order to follow a specific object or person. See 
rack focus.      

Progressive scan video. An image scanning system 
where each line is displayed progressively (1, 2, 3, 4, 
5 ...) in contrast to interlaced scanning, consisting of 
two fields: the first field (lines 1, 3, 5, 7 … ) and then 
a second field (lines 2, 4, 6, 8, ...). Computer 
monitors use progressive scan. The HDTV standard 
includes several progressive scan options. Video has 
historically been 60i (60 interlaced fields per second, 
30 frames per second). The Panasonic DVX100 was 
the first prosumer camera to provide 24p and 30p 

progressive scan. Today, many video cameras offer a 
progressive scan option. Progressive scan offers an 
image that is well suited for web video and for display 
on computer monitors and flat-screen displays. The 
Panasonic can be used to shoot true 24p progressive 

using 24pA (24p advanced) mode in which the 
progressive frames are recorded onto interlaced video 
using a 2:3:3:2 cadence which is then unravelled back 
into 24p by the editing software. This can be tricky, 
so consult with your teacher before shooting 24pA.

Rack focus. To change the focus of a lens during a 
shot in order to call attention to a specific object or 
person. Also called a shift focus or focus pull.

RAW. An image format that consists of the raw image 
data collected from an image sensor with little or no 
additional processing. Requires processing in post 
production for use as an image with proper color 
rendition and tonal response. D-SLR cameras 
typically offer a RAW mode, and the Red digital 
cinema camera provides the equivalent of RAW 
images, unlike standard video cameras that record 
raw data off the image sensor but then throw away a 
substantial amount of image information in the 
conversion to a standard video format.

Resolution. The amount of detail in an image. 
Higher resolution equals more detail. Also used to 
describe the size of an image, usually in pixels, e.g. a 
full high definition video frame consists of 1920 x 
1080 pixels, but may also be 1280x720. Standard 
definition is 720 x 480.

Resolution independent. A term to describe 
equipment or software that can work in more than 
resolution. Some equipment and software work with 
only certain video resolutions, but many newer pieces 
of equipment and software are resolution 
independent (e.g. Final Cut Pro is able to work at 
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various resolutions including standard definition 
video, high definition video, and digital film, e.g. 
2K).

Reverse angle, (R/A). A shot where the camera is 
placed opposite its position in the previous shot, 
“reversing” its view of the scene. 

RGB. Red, Green, Blue. The primary colors of light. 
Computers, video cameras, scanners, and similar 
devices typically process images using separate red, 
green, and blue color channels. For example, a three 
CCD cameras has a CCD sensors for each primary.

 S-Video. A consumer version of component video 
that separates the luminance and chrominance of the 
video signal to maintain a higher quality picture 
compared to composite video.

Sampling frequency. The number of sample 
measurements taken from an analog signal in a given 
period of time. These samples are then converted into 
numerical values stored in bytes to create the digital 
signal.

SDTV (also SD). Standard Definition Television. The 
new HDTV standards call for a range of different 
resolutions. Those that are higher than today's NTSC 
are considered HDTV. The ones that are comparable 
to NTSC are considered SDTV. Because SDTV is 
component and digital it is of higher quality than 
NTSC.

Selective focus. See rack focus. 

Set-up. The positioning of the camera and lights for 
a specific shot. 

Shift focus. See rack focus.

Shooting ratio. The amount of video footage shot 
compared to the length of the film's final cut.

Shot. A single, continuous run of the camera. The 
images recorded by the camera from the time the 
camera starts until the time it stops. 

Shutter. 1. The mechanical device on a motion 
picture camera that shields the film from light at the 
aperture during filming. Some shutters have a 
variable angle adjustment allowing the camera 
operator to vary the exposure time. The smaller the 
shutter angle, the crisper the image and the more 
“strobe like” its appearance. Used to good effect in 
Saving Private Ryan.  Lowering the frame rate of a 
film camera and step printing provides an effect very 
similar to show shutter on a video camera, in which 
the image update happens less often than 24 times 
per second and each frame exhibits motion blur. 2. 

On a video camera an electronic device that varies the 
effective shutter speed of the camera. Fast shutter 
provides crisp frames and the more “strobe like” its 
appearance. Slow shutter increases motion blur 
providing an effect very similar to lowering the frame 
rate and step printing, in other words, a single image 
is translated to multiple frames, with the appearance 
of motion blur when the camera moves. You have to 
experiment with the slow shutter of your video 
camera and see the effect for yourself.

Slow motion. Shots photographed faster than the 
standard recording speed so that the action on the 
screen appears to move slower than normal when 
shown at standard speed. See fast motion. 

Smash zoom. A fast jarring zoom into a specific 
detail or object in a scene. 

Soft focus. Blurring the sharpness of a film image 
with a special lens or a gauze over the lens in order to 
diffuse or “soften” hard edges; used especially for 
close-ups to make the human face look more sensual 
or glamorous. 

Special effects (FX). Shots which are unobtainable 
by straightforward filming techniques and may 
require special models, compositing, computer 
modeling, etc. The term also applies to most 
pyrotechnic and ballistic effects in a film. 

Stop-motion photography. Filming real objects or 
live action by starting and stopping the camera, 
rather than by running the camera continuously, in 
order to create pixilation, trick-film effects, or 
time-lapse photography. Also called stop-action 
photography. 

Subjective camera. See point-of-view shot. 

Swish pan. A shot in which the camera pans rapidly 
causing motion blur. Also called a whip pan or zip 
pan.

SxS. A solid-state memory card used by Sony for 
storage of video on some of their tapeless cameras.

Take.  A shot resulting from one continuous run of 
the camera. A filmmaker generally films several 
“takes” of the same scene and then selects the best 
one. Rarely done in documentary.

Telephoto lens, a.k.a. long lens. A camera lens with 
a long focal length that magnifies the size of distant 
objects.

Terabyte. One trillion bytes. A two hour 
high-definition movie at a resolution of 1920 x 1280 
would take about one terabyte to store in an 
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uncompressed format. Acquisition formats like 
DVCPRO HD, XDCAM HD, and HDV involve 
significant levels of compression in order to reduce 
the data required to store video.

Three-shot. A medium shot with three actors or 
subjects.

Tilt. A shot in which the camera pivots vertically, 
from top to bottom or from bottom to top. 

Time Code. A time reference recorded on video tape 
or a video file to identify each frame, typically written 
or displayed as “02:23:43:02” designating hours : 
minutes : seconds : frames. A semi-colon between the 
seconds and frames typically indicates drop-frame 
time code. See Drop Frame.

Time Code Break. Each time a tape-based camera 
starts recording, it picks up the time code from the 
last frame previously recorded and continues 
counting up the numbers. A time code break occurs 
when the recorder is not able to do this, and as a 
result, resets the time code to zero and counts up 
from there while recording. This can confuse the 
editing system upon capture, and therefore should be 
avoided. see Capture.

Time-lapse. A type of cinematography or 
photography in which the camera photographs at 
time intervals the same scene over an extended period 
of time in order to speed up on the screen a lengthy 
process or action, for example, the growth of a field 
of corn, traffic on the Golden Gate Bridge, the 
construction of a building, etc.

Tracking shot. A shot in which the camera, 
mounted on a vehicle, dolly, or other moving support 
device, moves while filming. Some people 
differentiate tracking shots as those following a 
subject as they move. Thus the method of support 
and characteristic of the movement determines the 
actual term used, for example, we call it a dolly shot 
when a dolly is used, we call it a tracking shot when 
tracks are laid down for a dolly to roll on, though not 
always true, for the most part, dolly, tracking, 
traveling, and trucking shots are synonymous.

Trucking shot. See Tracking shot.

Two shot. A medium shot featuring two actors or 
subjects.

Under-crank. To run film stock through the camera 
slower than the standard speed of 24 fps, producing 
fast motion on the screen when the film is projected 
at standard speed. Also used to describe the analogous 
effect in a video camera. See Over-crank.

USB (Universal Serial Bus). An interconnect standard 
used to connect computers, hard drives, cameras, 
scanners, printers, etc. USB (a.k.a. USB 1.0) is very 
slow not at all usable with video, USB 2.0 (a.k.a. fast 
USB) is widely used for connecting cameras and 
external hard drives to a computer. Even though USB 
2.0 appears on paper to be faster than Fire Wire, the 
manner in which FireWire is implemented makes it a 
faster interface and thus FireWire, especially FireWire 
800 is favored by video editors for connecting 
computers to external hard drives. A growing number 
of tapeless cameras are using USB for data transfer 
since the real-time performance of FireWire is not 
required as it is with the DV or HDV formats.

VBR. Variable Bit Rate. A video compression method 
in which the amount of compression is varied to 
allow for minimum degradation of image quality in 
scenes that are more difficult to compress. For 
example, the MPEG-2 video compression used for 
making DVDs is typically done using VBR.

Whip pan. See Swish pan.

White Balance. The overall adjustment of the 
relative intensities of the additive primaries (red, 
green, and blue) with the goal of rendering colors 
(especially neutral colors and skin tones) correctly. 
White balance changes the overall mixture of colors 
in an image. Our eyes and brain are very good at 
determining what is white under different lighting 
conditions, however, video cameras are not, even 
with auto white balance (AWB) set. Incorrect white 
balance usually leads to excessively blue images 
outdoors or excessively orange or green images 
indoor. Video cameras are usually white balanced by 
pointing the camera to a white surface under the 
current illumination and “setting” the white balance. 
Cameras also have presets for daylight (5500K) or 
tungsten (3200K) color temperatures. See also color 
temperature. Images shot under extreme conditions 
are difficult to color grade properly, therefore 
attention to white balance in production is key. 

Wide-angle lens. A short focal length lens that 
enables the camera to photograph a wider area than a 
normal lens. For 35mm films a wide-angle lens is 
30mm or less. Also called a short lens.

XDCAM HD. A high definition video format based 
on MPEG-2 used by Sony for storage of video on 
some of their cameras, a higher-quality alternative to 
the tape-based HDV format.

XLR. One of several sound connectors having three 
or more conductors plus an outer shell which shields 
the connectors and locks the connectors into place. 
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Found on professional audio gear and some prosumer 
cameras.

Zebra (a.k.a. Zebra Stripes) is a feature found on 
many video cameras used to determine exposure 
levels. Diagonal lines appear in the viewfinder or 
LCD display over any areas that are over-exposure. 
Better cameras allow you to choose between different 
zebra settings, typically 75%, 95%, or over 100%. 
These refer to the IRE video levels where 100 IRE 
corresponds to pure white, 75 IRE is a very bright 
area of the frame with textural detail, and 50 IRE is 
around middle gray (or 18% grey in still 
photography terms).

Zoom shot. A shot made with a zoom lens, which 
makes the image appear closer (zoom in) or farther 
away (zoom out) by varying the focal length of the 
lens. Offers a very different quality than a tracking 
shot. See Tracking Shot.

Zip pan. See Swish pan.

Et cetera
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